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Chamber head wants tax increase
By Dana DeBeaumont
StaffWruer

Housing, fees increase at five universities

An income tax increase for
educat;on is needed to support
economic growth in Southern
Illinois, Jim Prowell
president of the Carbondal~
Chamber of Commerce, said.
Prowell, who issued a
~esolution sup"":"ting a tax
Increase, said Illinois doesn't
come close to meeting Ute
educational demands of the
business community.

-Page 6
"E,~onomic growth is considered by the chamber to be
the Single most important
issue of our day," Prowell
~id. "The state does not come
close to meeting the demand
from business to prepare
Illinois
worke.s
for

technological changes in the
industry."
Not educating its people is
the worst mistake a community can make, h(~ said.
The Illinois Chamber of
Commerce says a tax incl""..8se
is ::lot needed to raise more

money for education because a
projected surplus of $643
million in natural growth
revenue could be used for
education.
. Gov. James R. Thompson
has said that none of the
surplus will be used tor
education and that a tax increase is the orJy way for
education to get more money.
Prowell said "The state
chamber isn't opposed to
See CHAMBER, Page 7

Gus Bode

Gus says when businessmen
start asking for a tax Increase,
something smells like a
chamber pot.
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Alliance
wins top
USC posts
By Susan Curtis
Staff Writer

Luke Tripp, coordinator of the Black American Studies
program, leads a demonstration for continued funding of

the J:>rogram. The demonstration was held Thurscl.,y
evening outside the Student Center.

BASA pickets minority meeting
By Antolne"e HaYf:s
Staff Writer

A member of a state committee
devoted to the concerns of minority
students joined about ISO protesters
during the committee's conference
Thursday ni~ht in the Student Center.
The conference was aimed at increasing the retention level among
minorities college students.
The protest was the second rally
this month sponsored by the Black
American Studies Association. Both
rallies were aimed at putting
pressure on administrators to meet
proposals set by BASA.

This ~lorning
Salling Club
rides tne wino
- Perspecllve 5

Hijac.-<ers free
one captive
- Page 7

Rhoades to name
coach by Monday
- Sports 24
Sunny, 60.

Ray Adkins, a member of the
Illinois Committee on Black Concerns
in Higher Education from Lewis
University, said he joined protesters
because he feels a strong program
like Black American Studies is
needed on all college campuses.
Adkin carried a protest sign and
walked along with students as they
formed a single line and walked past
the Old Main Room where President
Jolm C. Guyon and his wife were
scheduled to play host to the conference.
The protest started in the front of
the Student Center. Members of

SASA spoke to the protesters about
results of an attempt tn meet with
President Guyon concerning the BAS
program.
Members of BASA have met with
Seymour Bryson, dean of the College
of Human Resourses, but they
haven't met with Guyon to discuss the
group's proposals.
Sharon Meeks, a member of BASA,
said even though the groap bas met
with Bryson, Ius remarks are inconsistent. She said Bryson "did
nothing but stall the group during the

met~."

Alliance Party presidential candidate
Bill Hall and vice presidential candidate
Larvester Gaither won the Undergraduate
Student Organization election with 798
votes.
They were followed by Stand Party
candidates Cindy Schnaitmann and
Stephanie BNiinger with 568 votes and
Phoenix Party candidates Chuck
Hagerman and Nick Basil with 465 votes,
USO election commissioner Damon Mathis
said.
The referendum for a $1 fee to support
the Illinois Student Association passed with
1,165 votes.
Ballots cast for the election of senators
and other referendums will not be counted
until today, Mathis said.
Mathis said 1,831 undergraduate
students voted in the election. Only 808
students voted in last year's election.
Hall said a large number of international
students voted in the election.
Many of them thought they couldn't vote
because they weren't American, be said.
Hall told them they could vote and informed them there were international
students running on the Alliance Party
ticket.
John Attard, current USO president, said
the candidates did an excellent job of
getting people to vote.
Attard said he thinks the new {)resident
and vice president will do a good Job. "Bill
(Hall) is very well-qualified and Larvester
(Gaither) bas the tenacity to run the senate
meetings as vice president, " be said.
Hall said he had no set expectations for
the election and is "still somewhat surprised at winning."
Hall said the fact that a large number of
students didn't vote for the Alliance Party
tells him that students have concerns that
the Phoenix and Stand party leaders can
work with.
See ELECTION, Page 6

Soviets, Afghans sign peace accord
GENEVA (UP!) - Envoys
from the United States, Soviet
Union,
P.lkistan
and
Afghanistan signed an accord
Thursday committing the
Soviets to withdrawing their
115.000
troops
from
Afghanistan and a war they
were unable to win.
The agreement, which
commits Moscow to a withdrawal of troops beginning
May 15, did not, however,
provide for any truce between
the warring Afghan factions or
an end to U.S. and Soviet
supplies of weapons to the two
sides, drawing warnings more

bloodshed was ahead.
After a signing ceremony at
the European headquarters of
the United Nations, U.S.
Secretary of State George
Shultz and Soviet Foreign
Minister Eduard Shevardnadze both declared their
countries would continue
respective arms shipments to
U.S.-supported Afghan rebels,
who were not a party to the
accords, and the Soviet-backed
communist regime in Kabul.
A senior American official
described the accords reached
after six years of U.N.mediated negotiations as "a

figleaf to cover the Soviet
pullout, something they were
going to do anyway" to end
Moscow's direct involvement
in a war that has been compared to the U.S. involvement
in Vietnam.
The Afghan war has cost an
estimated 20,000 Soviet lives
and those of another 1 million
Afghans since the late 1979
SOViet invasion.
At the e::ld of the ll-minute
ceremonr for the signing of
four maJor documents and a
memorandum making up the
accord, Shultz shook hands
with U.N. mediator Diego

Cordovez and said, "Well
done." Afghan Foreign
Minister Abdul Weakil and
Pakistani Minister of State
Zain Noorani stared !ltonily at
each other without speaking.
Shultz and Shevardnadze
later met privately as part of
preparations for the late May
summit between Soviet leader
Mikhail Gorbachev and
President Reagan, who with
past U.S. presidents had long
denounced the Soviet occupation of Afghanir.tan as a
main stumbling block to better
Sea ACCORD, Page 7
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Attention Graduates

world Ination

Two Arab protesters die
,in clashes with Israelis
JERUSALEM (UP!) - Two Arab protesters were killed
Thursday during clashes with Israeli soldiers and the military's
chief of staff said Palestinians in the West Bank and Gaza Strip
were beginning to realize rioting would not win them a
homeland. The un:,<!St came as thousands of Israelis mourned
the 6 million Jews Killed in the holocaust during World War II,
flying flags at half-staff, shuttering shops and attending
memorial services to recite prayers for the dead.

Underwater explosion damages U.S. frigate
MANAMA, Bahrain (UPD - An underwater explosion
possibly caused by a mine damaged a U.S. Navy frigate and
wounded 10 sailors Thursday in the worst incident involving an
American warship in the Persian Gulf since thf' Iraqi missile
attack on the lISS Stark 11 months ago. In Washington, Pentagon
spokesman Dan Howard said the-explosion lL.~the USS Samuel
B. Roberts at 9:10 a.m. as it cruised about 70 miles east of the
island of Bahrain after escorting a re-flagged Kuwaiti tanker
through the war-stricken waterway.

U.S. soldiers searching Panamanian jungle
PANAMA CITY, Panama (UPI) - American soldiers continued a sweep Thursday of dense jungle surrounding a strategic
fuel depot where U.S. Marines Tuesday night reported exchanging fire with a group of armed intruders, U.S. military
officials said. Panamanian officials, including military and
civilian spokesmen, Thursday ridiculed U.S. concern over the
incident, calling it a "pretext to justify a climate of war which
they have presented to other countries."

Car bomb kills U.S. sailor, 4 others in Italy
NAPLES, Italy (UPI) - An explosion ap~rent1y caused by a
car bomb ripped through a USO club crowded with U.S. serVIcemen Thursday night, killing five people, including an
American sailor, and wounding 17 others, officials said. Because
the attack came two years to the date after the U.S. air raid on
Libya, police said they were investigating a possible Libyan
connection. No one claimed responsibility in the hours immediately after the blast.

Senate passes $1.1 trillion budget proposal
WASHINGTON <UPI) - The Senate passed a $1.1 trillion
budget proposal Thursday, tacking on extra money for the
campaign against drug abuse but turning aside all other bids to
rearrange government spending priorities. Senators voted 69 to
26 in favor of the fiscal 1989 spending blueprint, which would
establish guidelines for government appropriations bills to be
dra"," up over the next few months for the year that begins Oct.
1.

Victims of raid on Libya suing Reagan, others
WASHINGTON (UPI) - Former Attorney General Ramsey
Clark is suing President Reagan, British Prime Minister
Margaret Thatcher al'1 others for up to $100 million on behalf of
victims of the 1986 U.~. bombing of Libya, be announced Thursday. The suit, filed Wednesday in U.S. District Court for the
District of Columbia, seeks between $7S million and $100 million
in damages tor "55 men, women and children, all civilians, who
were killed or injured in the U.S. bombing of Libya on April 14 to
15, 1986," court dOL'UJDents said.

Mecham argues alleged church mission deal

The
Announcements are now in

PHOENIX (UPI) - Ousted Gov. Evan Mecham said Thursday
be was "flabbergasted" by claims his lawyers scaght a deal with
state prosecutors to drop his felony case if Mecham would leave
Arizona on a tw~year Mormon Church mission. Mecham,
removed from office by his conviction by a Senate impeachment
trial, denied any wrongdoing and said be would never agree to
such a proposal.

Group to keep fighting for removal of mayor

the University Bookstore.
Stop by this week
and pick them up.

DENVER (UPI) - Opponents of Mayor Federico Pena
Thursday refused to abandon their effort to remove him from
office, but a lawyer for the city's election commission declared
the recall over. The Metropolitan Action Committee came up
more than 2,000 signatures short by Wednesday's deadline to
produce the required 39,091 supporters to force a recall election.
But at a brief news conference on the steps of the City and County
Building, leaders of the group pledged to continue their fight.
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Trustees OK new computer system
Medical, attorney
fees increased
for fall semester
By Curtis Winston
Staff Writer

SPRINGFIELD - Plans for
a new $2.8 million computer
system that will nearly double
the University's computing
capacity were approved by the
Board of Trustees Thursday.
Thomas C. Britton, vice
chancellor for administration,
said the new system is expected to be installed and
working by the the fall
semester.
The new computer will
upgrade the existing system
located in the Wham Building.
Memory storage capacity will
be increased by 43 percent and
response time will be quicker,
Britton said.
The total cost of the computer hardware and software
package is $4.5 million, with
finance charges of 6.9 percent.
YEARL Y PAYMENTS of
$889,418 will be made until
September 1992. About $1

Teacher's
appeal
rejected

million of that amount is owed
on an existing contract for Another increase discussed by the board's
older equipment.
finance committee is a $2,040 training fee hike
The current computer will
be "pushed off the mountain" for flighl courses offered by the SIU-C Air
because maintenance costs to Institute and Service at Southern Illinois Airkeep it would be prohibitive,
port.
Britton said.
Increases in student medical
and attorney fees also were
approved by the board.
Medical benefit fees will go
up $9 for the fall and spring
semesters and $5.50 for the
summer semester. Students
will now pay $35.50 for fall and
spring coverage and $23.75 for
the summer.
STUDENTS
AT
the
Springfield medical school will
be exempt from the increase.
Instead. their rates will be
reduced to make up for a
bookkeeping oversight that
occurred when the school
changed insarance programs
in fall 1986.
The medical students also
will receive a refund of fees
from CaU 1986 until this
$E!mester for medical benefits
they do not receive. The
students' fall and spring fees
will drop from $50 to $39.50.

The summer fee will be
lowered from $30 to $23.75.
The student attorney fee will
be increased by 35 cents. The
increase is needed to provide
for additional graduate
assistant staffing to cover the
current load of cases. The
program has not had an increase since fall 1984, when the
fee was increased to $2.
ANOTHER INCREASE
discussed by the board's
finance committee is a $2,040
training fee hike for flight
courses offered by the SIU-C
Air Institute and Service at
Southern Illinois Airport. The
proposed increase appeared as
a notice item on the agenda
and will be voted on by the
board next month.
In okier action, the board:
Approved $350,000 to
supplement funding for the

By John Baldwin
StaHWriler

SPRINGFIELD - The
Board of Trustees on
Thursday denied a
request for appeal of a
grievance from Fannie
Jones. The denial may
provoke a law suit.
Jones was a project
specialist and teacher's
aide for the child

construc.",'ln of an addition to
the School of Medicine
laboratory. The medical
school will occupy half of the
lab facilit~·. The other half will
be shared by the Illinois Environmental
Protection
Agency and the Illinois
Department of Public Health.

~~~~S:a~'::seill:~a~a~~

St. Louis Center.
Following two complaints about her
disciplinary methods,
Jones was suspended
June 12, 1987 with pay.
Her contract, which
expired June 30, was not
renewed.
Chancellor Lawrence
K. Pettit said he saw
nothing wrong with
Jones' dismissal.
Jones claims the
complaints about her
disciplinary methods
were unfounded.

The addition's tot:.l cost is
estimated to be $3.3 million,
which is $700,000 over its $2.6
million projected budget. The
money from the University
will cover its 50 percent share
of cost overruns.
- li:ndorsed the establisbment of the department of
industrial engineering and the
department of construction in
the SIU -E School of
Engineering. SIU-E officials
said the new departments ltave
been anticipated SinCf: its
School of Engineering was
created in 1983.

Pettit: Students paying more of SIU budget
By John Baldwin
Staff Writer

SPRINGFIELD - Students
gradually have bt:en asked to
pay for a larger portion of the
SIU budget over the past 10
years, Chancellor Lawrence
K. Pettit said Thursday.
The portion of the SIU
budget that has come from the
state has decreased from 59.2
percent to 47.3 percent in the
past 10 years. Tuition money
accounted for 14.7 perceqt of
the budget this year, compared to 9.3 percent 10 years
ago, Pettit said.

Harris Rowe, chairman of
the Board of Trustees, said:
"The students and the
University have done their
part. The state needs to do its
part."

Rowe said state legislators
will need to make a tax increase proposal soon.
"If they wait until they come
back after the election in
November, that won't do much
good this year," he said. For a
tax increase to boost state
funding for higher education
this year, an increase would
need to be passed by June, the

·
l)"
fl- 40%off

end of the current legislative
session.
Pettit said he was getting
mostly positive responses
about a tax in'!rease from
citizens groups. F.e also said he
was getting "sympathetic"
responses from state
legislators.
SIU-Edwardsville President
Earl E. Lazerson said he didn't
think the poor student turnout
at a statehouse rally Wednesday will have an impact on
whether there is a tax increase.
"The (student) efforts in

Springfield have not been a a package with a gasoline tax.
Legislators, however, have
very potent weapon," he said.
Pettit has been working for a indicated they would be less
tax increase to supplement inclined to support such a
state funding for higher package because a gasoline
education. State universities tax has little relation to human
are facing no increase in funds serviCCb.
next year unless a tax increase
Thompson supports such a
is approved by the Legislature. package deal because he fear a
Pettit has not indicated the gasoline tax would fail if it
specific tax increase he is stood alone.
seeking. Several local
State funding for higher
legislators have said they education is 4-percent less
would support a 0.5 percent than the 1987 funding.
income tax increase.
Pettit has said even no inGo\'. James R. Thompson crease in state funding would
has suggested making aq result in a "retrenchment
increase in income tax part of budget" because of inflation.
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Opinion & Commentary .
Student Editor.in-Chill'. Toby Eckert: Editorial Page Editor. James J. Black:
Associate Editorial Page Editor. Darren Richardson: Managing Edilor. Gordon
Billingsley

Create more jobs,
help the homeless
STATE SEN. GLENN Poshard, D-Carterville, has a
plan that should help solve two problems in Sout!lern
lllinois - unemployment and the plight of the homeless.
Poshard has proposed harvesting timber in the Shawnee
National Forest to build two-room homes at a price affordable to low-income families. The timber in question
was planted during Franklin D. Roosevelt's administration, and will be practic..!ly useless in about 10
years. The Forestry Service is encouraging the harvest so
the reforestation process can begin.
Wood currently is being harvested in the forest, but
much of it is being shipped out of state for processing. The
question Poshard asks is "Why ship it out of state when
Southern Illinois could develop a processing industry and
put locals to work?"
THIS QUESTION SHOULD be answered with action,
both for the sake of the homeless and the unemployed. A
feasabllity study is underway to determine if there's a
market for the homes in cities a day's drive or less from
Southern Illinois. Memphis, Louisville, St. Louis and
Chicago - all cities with sizeable homele~s popul~tions to
contend with - are among the markets bemg considered.
The homes would have one bedroom, a combination
kitchen and living room and a bathroom. Although the
homes would be small, it would be better than the touch
and go situations with which many are faced.
But while the study continues, the homeless live on, hand
to mouth, in church basements, shelters, even in tents or
parks. Johnson's Great Society proved that vertical
building and tenement housing aren't the answer. The
Pruitt-Igo project in St. Louis is a prime example. Within a
year of relocating there, the dwellers had trashed the
place. Drug dealing, crime and unsanitary conditions
prevailed.
THE ANSWER IS individual ownership. If people are
paying toward ownership of their homes, even a temporary one, - instead of renting or being given a free
ride-- they']] have a personal interest in the upkeep.
Larg~ cities spend vast amounts of money each year
subl'idizing slumlords to house low-income workers. Why
do this when an affordable housing plan can be implemented, at less cost than subsidization to cities and with
more benefits for the economically deprived?
Initial estimates place the monthly payments around
$75. Someone working 40 hours per week for the minimum
wage should be able to afford that amount. We just hope
they get the chance - and that Southern Illinois workers
get the chance to mass produce the homes.

Quotable Quotes
"You think about YOW' ulterior motives. Maybe I'm a cynic now.
But I never met anyone growing up who said, 'My God, do I want
to be an umpire?" Former American League umpire Ron
Luciano, on Pam Postema, wilo aspires to be the first woman
umpire in the major leagues.
"90 percent are undressed. The rest are swinging from chandeliers or something." Kiss rocker (jene Simmons, on his
collection of 2,000 Polaroids of groupies.

"We are just exactly what we are - a IS-cent hamburger
restaurant corrected for inflation." McDonald's president
Edward Rensi
"AI Gore is in danger of becoming all things to no people."
Dukakis New York campaign manager P:tulBograd
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Letters
Postal service still quite a bargain
I was angered after reading
the editorial on March 30
concerning the postal rate
boost. I think you folks jumped
the gun without doing some
research. There are a few
things that need to be explained.
First, what's the big deal
with paying an extra 3 cents
per letter? How many people
out there have a jar full of
pennies on their desk or
counter'? How many of us
could find at least 3 cents
embedded beneath the
cushions of our sofa, or underneath the driver's seat of
our car? Will it really break
anyone's back to shell out 3
cents more per letter? I doubt
it.
But what do we get for that
extra 3 cents, you ask? Well,
you get quality handling of
your mail. Last summer I
worked as a U.S. mail carrier
and learned firsthand that it is
not an easy job. Forty-pound
bags that break the shoulder.
Ninety-five degree heat that
makes the body melt. Fluffy,
the killer poodle, whose
owners say: "Oh, she won't
bite." Apartment cluster
boxes and curbside mail boxes

replete with sharp, rusty
corners, promising to give any
mail carrier tetanus. The list
got: .. on and on.
According to my exemployer, the rate increase
will help pay for, among other
things, the replacement of our
aging Jeep fleet. Everyone
sees them. But the next time
you see one, inspect it closciy.
You will notice that it's rusty,
runs rather loudly, handles
erratically, has turn signals
and horns that seldom work,
windows that don't roll down,
etc. My carrier supervisor said
they stopped making mail
Jeeps in 1978. He also said that
our fleet of vehicles is to be
replaced every eight years.
Hmmm.
In other words, the U.S.
Postal Service has mediocre
vehicles that are being spread
very thinly until their
replacements arrive. Some
have arrived in the form of
LLV's (Long Life Vehicles).
These cost money - lots of it.
Without these new vehicles,
Joe Mailperson is at an increased risk of having an
accident because of faulty
equipment. Mail carriers need
and deserve these new

vehicles. At3 cents a letter, it's
a veritable bargain.
Finally, after participating
in and seeing the inner
workings of the U.S. Postal
Service, I've concluded that it
really is well managed. When
at least 1,000,000 pieces of mail
are handled per day, with a
delivery accuracy rate of 99
percent, some excellent
management skills are
preo;ent. After all, the U.S.
Postal Service is by far the
biggest of its kind in the world.
And let's face it, we get great
service for our money. Sure,
we probably know of an instance of improper delivery,
but this is truly the vast
minority. We get our mail in
due time.
The mail carriers work hard
for their paychecks, paid
primarily through the PW'chase of stamps. An extra 3
cents is going to help them do
their jobs better by providing
them with safer equipment.
Mail delivery is a thankless
job. Help make their job
easier. Say "Thank You." David A.
Berlellotti,
sophomore. aviation

University should offer wellness program
SIU-C should follow the lead
of the business world, where it
has been shown that employee
health promotion and wellness
programs save money for the
employer.
Two pilot SIU-C programs,
one conducted last year among
"white collar" workers and
the one currently under way
with Physical Plant employees, should be expanded to
include all University employees at a very early date.
SIU-C workers en~ouraged
to pursue a healthy lifestyle
would use less sick time, would

be more productive, and would
cost the Personnel Department less in insurance
benefits.
Morale among l'niversity
employes, at a low (lQint now
with the specter of no salary
raises and increased work
loads, is predicted by our
supervisors to dip even lower
as budget cuts make more
cutbacks necessary. Thi-; drop
in morale could be counteracted to a large extent by a
health promotion and wellness
program for academic, administrative, professional and

civil service staff.
A reallocation of resources
to provide such a program
could take advantage of and
expand existing campus
resources such as the We11ness
Center and the Recreation
Center, and could provide
practical experience for SIU-C
students in health-related
fields. It would, in the end,
save the University money and
provide better service to
students. - Vera Felts, word
processing supervisor, School
of Law

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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Perspective
Southern Illinois
Collegiale :;aihng Club
Membership:
30 ac!ivt! members
Average Summer Membersh'p:
7510100 members
Fees
$20 for s:~dents
$30 for non·students
Salling Classes
Taught on
ternoons

&aturday af·

Meebngs.
Thursdays.
Lawson 201

9

pm.

Catch
the Wind
The boat skims through the
water of Crab Orchard Lake.
"Watch your head," says
Pat Brewer, sailing club vicecommodore, as the main boom
swings to starboard.
I scramble to the other side
of the boat to counttr Pat's
weight, ducking my head as
the boom whips past me. The
wind settles for a moment,
then catches, filling the main
sail and propelling our boat
wP.St.
I sit watching Pat turn the
rudder and adjust the main
sail to take advan£8ge of the
wind.
Pat speaks about the
solitude of sailing and the
relaxation it brings. \I'e sail for

Pat speaks about the
sofitude of sailing and
the relaxation in
brings.
an hour and a hali. but time is
meaningless.
Pat's eyes search out the
wind.
He watches the pieces of
yarn taped to the sail, using
them to judge the wind's speed
and direction.
As the bow glides through
the blue-green water, the sail
begins to buzz. We've caught
the wind.

Patrick Brewer, vice commodore of the sailing club, relaxes on Crab Orch.rd Lake.

Photos

and
Text

by
J. W. Sternickle
Flrst·tlme sailor Ruben Alfaro, graduate student in sociology, and
sa!!lI.g club member Sam Gayle, senior in finance, launch their
sailboat.

The salling club owns and maintains 16 boats: 11 standard-size
sailboats, three wlr.dsurfers and two smaller sail boats.
Daily Egypllan, April 15. 1988. :>age"

ELECTION,from Page 1 - - It's time for all three parties
to join and work for the
students, he said.
He said one of his first
concerns is to significantly
enlarge the USO staff. This
will require increased space
for offices, he added.
There is enough work to keep
everyone busy even if the staff
were to be tripled or
quadrupled, Hall said. He's
also considering new ways to

recruit students for more
positions.
Hall speculated that the goal
the Alliance Party had set to
increase financial aid
available to students is one
reason so many people voted
for them.
Students can expect to see
increased cooperation fror.l
the University, the Illinois
State Scholarship Commission
and the Department of

Education Office of Financial
Assistance, Hall said.
Hall said he wa." pleased
with student support of the
student association fee.
"I believe one of the reasons
students support the ISA fee
and are willing to sacrifice and
invest money into the
organization is because they
know the ISA can give us a
return in the form of financial
aid, " he said.

C~~IC~~S
[ VIDEO f~~£~~WB

Weekend
Dance

Kenneth Patterson. 21, of 602
N. Marion oS!. was arrested
and charged with burglary
Thursday. He was taken to
Jackson County Jail. Bond was
set at $10,000. police said.
Police said Stpven R. Sassi.
a junior pre-majer. returned to
his residence at 3iO W.
Sycamore while Patterson was
allegedly committing the
burglary. Patterson allegedly
fleci on foot but was identified
by SaSSi. police said.

SIU-C Security police officers
discovered two vandalizpd
cars parked at a lot on Wall
Street east of University Park
Thursday morning, police
reports said.
Cars belonging to University
students Harold Clemens. 19,
of Felts Hall, and Brian Holtz,
19, of Wright II. had broken
windows and dents on the
doors. police said.
Stereo equipment of
unknown value was stolen.
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-chain repair ~
-ring sizing ,~
-custom rings - ..~

Police Blotter
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Come enjoy the
best music & dance
videos at the h?ttest
dance bar In
Southern Illinois!
Doors Open 7pm
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I;. -;:1;. "~'

Don't Miss It!

1400W. Main
Carbondale

457-7011
We buy Gold

Bowl

Five state
colleges
raise fees
SPRINGFIELD (UPI)
The Board of Governors
Thursday raised housing and
student fees at its five colleges
for the 1988-89 school year.
The approved plan did not
include a tuition increase, but
officials warned there could be
one if the Legislature does not
hike the income tax w provide
more funds for education.
"I think if there's no tax
increase we're going to be
back to the board asking to
increase tuition," sa: j Thomas
Layzell, the board's chancellor.
The board's action means
students living in dormitories
at Eastern Illinois University
will pay $2,388 for housing next
year - up $88 from this year.
Individuals living in smaller
university apartments will pay
$201 monthly, up $8 and larger
apartments will go for $217 per
month, up $9.
Western llinois University
students will pay $2,445 annually for dorm rooms - up
$60. Individuals with small
university apartments will pay
$215 per month, up $5 and those
with larger apartments will
pay $280, up $3 per month.
Officials from
both
universities said the increases
\pere necessary due to higher
food, utility and employee
costs.
EIU students also will pay
$481.70 in student fees next
year - up $42.70 this year.
Students will pay $78. up $13.50
for health insurance and $110
for textbook rental, a $24 hike.
WID students will dole out
$459 for student fees, up $23
including increases for health
insurance and the health
center.
Students at Northeas:ern
Illinois University will pay
$305.80 for student fees. with
the majority of the hike $42.20 - to pay for increased
health insurance costs.
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uGREAT SONGS.
GREAT DANCING.
GREAT FUN!"
You r.an\ see this /IlOVIe and
not laugh out loud'"
S!ogeI. GDDD MOAIIII"; AMERICA

- Joel

IffiI

'rltltry:(2:00.5: 15@$2.50)8:30
la'urHy:10:30*(2:00,5: 15@$2.50}8'30
1u,,_y:(2:00.5: 15@$2.50)8:30

~ (2:30,5:150$2.50) 7:30.9:30
~ 10:45· (1 :00,3:00, 5:15@$2.5O)7:30. 9:30
luatleyz (1:00.3:00.5: 15@$2.5O)7:30. 9:30

9 Academy Awards
'The mosr enthralling
movie epic in ages. A
grand experience,"

. .
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including

Best Picture

.

-Best Director
-Best Adapted

StudenL~

at Governors State
l'niversilY will pay a $50 activity fee. up from S40 this
school vear
ChIcago State Cniversity
w!ll pay more for special fees
such as late registration. late
fees
and
graduation.
Graduation fees for un·
dergraduates will cost $15. up
$.1. while graduate students
,1'111 pay $20. also a $5 hike.

,...

SONNY BONO
RUTH BROWN

UNBEARABLE llGHINESS

l

~:~~ft:::

-Best
-Best Original Score
-Best Sound
-Best Art Direction
.. ..... -Be.t Clne.na1toglrap'hyl~
-Be.t COlltume

Hijackers release one hostage,
continue to make same demands
ALGIERS. Algeria <UPI> Hijackers holJing a Kuwait
Airways jumbo jet released
one of their 32 hostages
Thursday, the 10th day of an
ordeal in which the terrorists
threatened to kill their captives unless the Persian Gulf
sheikdom met their demands.
However, a deal to free two
of the three members of the
Kuwaiti royal family aboard
the Boeing 747 jumbo jet fell
through at the last minute.
witnesses and Algerian
sources said.
The freed hostage was
identified by Algerian officials
as Jamal Abdallah Al Zaki, SO.
He was taken by a security Vf.n
to the VIP lounge at Algiers
airport at 3:45 p.m.
The release came about two
hours after an Algerian
negotiator spent T1 minutes in
the plane talking to the
hijackers.
"I am tired but, thank (,.-od,
I'm fine," AI Zaki told
reporters. He appeared
haggard and unshaven and
wore glasses and traditional
white Kuwaiti robes.
Initially, witnesses said they
believed the man was Fadhel
AI Sa bah, 33, a member of the

Kuwaiti royal family. But
source<: close to Algerian
mediators later said those
reports were not correct.
They said the hijackers at
one point offered to release two
of the three Kuwaiti royal
family members on board, but
the hostages had refused to go
unless all three were freed.
Earlier, the hijackers had
forced one hostage to appeal
for their demands to be met.
saying, "If not, they will
exer:ute us all. "
~n
unusual signs of
cooperation, tIle air pirates
had taxied the jetliner away
from in front of the control
tower at Houari Boumedienne
International Airport to avoid
interfp.ring with the state visit
of Za .nbian President Kenneth
Kaunda and later allowed a
doctor and cleaners to board
thepJane.
"Their morale is low," Dr.
Mehdi Yousef said of the
hostages after emerging from
the plane. "They are tired. But
physically they are in good
condition. "
The hijackers, their precise
number and identification
unknown publicly, seized the
plane April 5 during a non-stop

ACCORD, from Page 1 - U.S.-Soviet relations.
aimed at opening Soviet
The accord covered a society and reviving a
bilateral Afghan-Pakistani stagnant economy.
agreement to respect each
"The Afghan people can now
other's "sovereignty, political determine their own destiny
independence and territorial for theMSelves on the basis of
integrity,"U.s.-Soviet guara- national reconciliation and
ntees, return of Afghan unification of all patriotic
refugees, and a Soviet with- forces, " Shevardnadze said.
drawal, and U.N. monitOring.
Shevardnadze also said.
Pakistan has funneled arms .. Arms supplies are not
to the Moslem guerrillas and directly covered by the
shelters millions of Afghan agreement" and that Soviet
refugees. But Iran, which also deliveries to Kabul forces were
has been supplying the rebels "on a legitimate basis."
with aid and sheltering Afghan
Shultz said Washington
refugees, did not participate in would stop its deliveries only if
either the talks or the final Moscow did the same.
"As far as we can see there
agreement.
The provision on a Soviet is nothing in this (agreement>
withdrawal, complt::ed only in that specifically restricts the
the last two months, said, "In United States in any way and
accordance with the time- so we assert that right," he
frame agreed upon between said.
The agreement would, on
the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics and the Republic of paper, prevent the continued
Afghanistan there will be a presence of Afghan Moslem
phased withdrawal of the bases in Pakistan as well as
foreign troops which will start further U.S. arms deliveries to
on the date of entry into force the rebels via Pakistan. But it
referred to "terrorists,"
mentioned above (May 15).
"One half of the troops will "saboteurs" and "subversive
be withdrawn by 15 August agents" rather than to sides in
1988 and the withdrawal of all a civil war, which is the case in
troops will be completed Afghanistan.
On stale-run Kabul Radio,
within nine months."
In a document signed by the Afghan President Najibullah,
United States and Soviet Union a former secret police chief,
only, the two countries ex- thanked the United States and
pressed support for the set- Pakistan for cooperating in
tlement and said they would forging the accords, saying
"undertake to invariably "The Afghan people rejoice."
In Islamabad, Pakistani
refrain from any form of interference and intervention in President Mohammad Zia ulthe internal affairs of the Haq said Afghan guerrillas
will continue fighting, hinted
Republic of Afghanistan."
Shultz and Shevardnadze U.S. weapons will continue to
called the agreement reach the resistance through
"historic," with Shevardnadze Pakistan and warned of
saying the accords were made "trouble and turmoil" because
possible by "a new political of Moscow's •::stubborn"
thinking" under Gorbachev, refusal to negotiate an interim
who has put forth sweeping government during a Soviet
economic and social reforms withdrawal.

CHAMBER, from Page 1 taxation, it's opposed to the
way the money is being
all~ted .. The gove~or says·
~ere s go1Og to be an 10crease
10 statt; ,,:ealth, but that ~e are
not glv10g any of It to
education.
"The state chamber is
saying that if the governor
better allocated money that we
wouldn't need a (tax) in·
crease That is true." he said.

"But I do not live in that
world."
The state chamber is not
looking at the situation
realistically Prowell said.
'
A one-half percent income
tax increase, which about 65
percent
of
Southern
IlJinoisians favor, is the best
way for educati.m to receive
more money, hesaid.

flight from Bangkok,
Thailand, to Kuwait,
demanding Kuwait release 17
Moslem extremist prisoners.
The jumbo jet arrived in
Algiers Wednesday from
Larnaca. Cyprus, where it
landed April 8.
Two of the passengers,
Kuwaiti nationals, were killed
after Kuwait refused
repeatedly to meet the
terrorists' demands but 13
othE'rs were released in
Cyprus.
Yousef said he examined
five or six "obviously worndown" elderly captives and
one crewman who requested
attention. ordering antibiotics,
cough medicine and aspirin be
sent to the plane.
"I saw no sign of any illness
requiring hospitalization or
any major medication,"' the
doctor said. "I find them
satisfactory. "
The jet later moved back to
its original position about 400
yards in front of the terminal.
As negotiations with the
hijackers went into their
second day, Algerian
authorities imposed a news
blackout on the talks.
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"TERRIFIC acting by both Mickey Rourke
and Faye Dunaway ..

VietNam
2nd:
Bello Again
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GHIGAGO
JAZZ· BAND
with Peler "MADCAT" Ruth and Carol
leigh
Fri., Apr. 15,8 PM
HOT!
FRESH!
VINl ACE
JAll ENTERlAINMENT

Shryock
Auditorium
Celebrity Series
Carbondale. Illinois
(618) 453-3378
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Jazz band to perform
Ragtime at Shryock

Chamber
Choir
to perform
The Chamber Choir
will present a program at
8 p.m. Tuesday at
Shryock Auditorium.
The choir will present
Mozart's "Missa Brevis
in D Major"for quartet
and chorus, a group of a
capp€lla selections by
20th century composers
Hugo Dis~ler, Haley
Stevens, Jean Berger,
Richard Felciano, Alice
Parker and Carl Sitton
and a group of pieces
illustrating the theme
"Music of Love and
War."
The ensemble, under
the direction of John V.
Mochnik,
associate
professor in the school of
music. is composed of 33
undergra dua te and
graduate students, some
of whom are active in the
Marjorie
Lawrence
Opera Theater.
"Music of Love and
War" will comprise the
Renaissance battle piece
for double chorus from
Carissimi's oratorio
"Jephte" and a variety of
folk songs from Germany. Canada and
America.

THIS WEEKEND AT THE
FOUNDATION

u~'''''tWESLEY

~ United Methodist Campus Ministry

~ 816 S. Illinois Ave. 457-8165
~
(Across from McDonald's)

By Richard Nunez
Entertainment Editor

Times & Tickets

About 600 tickets are
available
for
James
Oetes:
Dapogny's Chicago Jazz Band
James Oapogny's Chicago
performance at 8 tonight at
Jazz Band wiU perlo,", at 8
Shryock Auditorium.
tonight at Shryock Auditorium.
James Dapogny, who played
Tickets:
with jazz legends while
Available at the Shryock
growing up in Chicago, carries
Auditorium box offIce 10 a.m. to
on musical traditions set by
6 p.m. For reservatIons. call
Ferdinand "Jelly Roll"
453·3378
Morton, Louis Armstrong,
PriCes:
Fats Waller, Benny Goodman
$11
$950 and $8.50
and Duke Ellington.
Student rush lickats are $5 and
The eight-piece band
may be obtaonetl 30 minutes
specialize in highly-spirited,
belore the show
traditional jazz, with emphasis
on New Orleans and Chicago
Ragtime from the 1920s and Band. Ruth makes inventive
use of guitars, harmonicas,
Swing from the '30sand '4Os.
calls, party favors and
The group was nominated in auck
rubber frog noise-makers.
1983 for a Grammy Award in
Jazz
and blues singer Carol
the traditional blues category.
will perform with
Their re<'ording - "Sippie," Leigh
on "Goodie
Dapogny's
featuring Sippie Wallace and Goodie" andband
"Let's Pitch a
Bonnie Raitt - was chosen Googie Woogie."
re<'ord of the month and
During the second half of the
oominated album of the year
concert, requests from the
by Stereo Review magazine.
Other aibum releases in- audience wili be performed by
clude "Back Home in Illinois," Dapogny's band with hl'lp
"James Dapogny's Chicago from Leigh and Ruth.
Jazz Band" and "Piano Music
of Ferdinand 'Jelly Roll'
The band has played
Morton." The music of "Jelly numerous jazz festivals
Roll" Morton will be featured around the country, including
in tonight's performance.
the Kool Jazz Festival in New
Opening for the band is York, The New Orleans Jazz
Peter "Madcat" Ruth, who and Heritage Festival and the
compliments the smooth, Los Angeles Classic Jazz
swinging style of the Dapogny Festival.

Fri. 15th· Logos Coffeehouse
with "Lew Hendrix & Friends"
open mic., 8p.m.
Sun. 17th - worship at 11 a.m. Cospelfest and
Showcase with "The Challengers" 2p.m.
Wed. 20th Eureka Series noon to 1 p.m.
Dr. AI Kent. "Ethics in the Classroom" Lunch $1.00

Draughtman's
Contraet
co/sponsored by EngUsh Dept.
Sunday & ~fonday 7 & 9pm •

.••••.•...........•......•...••....•.•••.•... ·.·
~

•••••••••••••••••••
Island Movie Library
coming soonl
• The Untouchables
• Witches ofEastwick
• Less Than Zero

New School
to exhibit art
b~

TaesclCly and Wednesday are Dollar Days

children

all G thru R rated movies 51.00, adult titles 52.00

By Dena Schulte
StattWriter

Carbondale school children
have their brushes and paints
ready for the second annual
Community Art Exhibit at the
Carbondale New School.
Their works will be
displayed from April IS Lo 22 at
the New School on Pleasant
Hill Road.
A reception will be hela at
8:30 p.m. April 18.
The exhibit will include
drawings. paintings and
pottery, Debbie Allen. first and
second grade teacher. said.
''There's a little of just about
everything." she said. "Some
students worked on their
projects for a day; others
worked on them for about a
month."
Prizes will be given to
winners in three categories:
kindergarten to third grade,
fourth to sixth grade and
seventh to 12th grade, Allen
said.
A first, second and third
prize will be selected from the
winners of each category, and
all students will receive oi
ribbon for participating, she
said.
The: exhibit is open to all
schoolchildren in the Carbondale area. Schools entered
include, Murphysboro Junior
High School and World of Oz
Child Development, 611 E.
College. she said.
The New School received
about $650 for the exhibit and
other artistic events from the
Southern Illinois Arts and the
Illinois Arts Council, Allen
said.
The funds will be used to
prOVide the prizes and
materials for the art exhibit
and for other events. including
art displays at the spring SIU·
C Craft Show and a drama
production in the fall, she said.
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Feminist urges separate worlds
By Lisa Warns
Staff Writer

Women must create their
own system rather than try to
change the present one, Sonia
Johnson, a visiting radical
feminist, said.
Author of "Going Out of Our
Minds: The Metaphysics of
Liberation," Johnson was on
campus to speak about the
women's movement Thursday
evening in the Student Center
Auditorium.
The women's movement has
become a revolution of
women's thinking that has
made women realize the need
to assert their own independence. Johnson said.
"What women need to do is
not to get men to change, but
simply to do what we want to
do ourselves," she said.
"Women need to do what
women need to do ourselves. "
Johnson said her latest book
is entitled "Going Out of Our
Minds" because feminists are
foregoing the traditional
thinking that they need men's
permission or approval of their
actions, or that they need men
to do things for them.
Acts of civil disobedience
are not the answer for the
women's movement, Johnson
said. Women have tried civil
disobedience and resistance
but it has just made things
worse, she added.
Johnson has taken part in
countless incidents of civil
disobedience since she became
involved in the women's
movement in 1980. She chained
herself to the main entrance of
the Republican National
Headquarters in Washington,

Sonia Johnson
D.C. in 1980. In 1982 Johnson
fasted for 37 days in
Springfield to support the
Equal Rights Amendment. She
also has knelt in front of the
White House to pray for the
passage of the ERA.
In 1982 Johnson ran for the
presidency of the National
Organization for Women. In
1984 she was the first woman in
the 20th century to run for the
presidency of the United States
in the general election. She

proposed that women grow to
lead themselves rather than
looking for a leader.
"Nobody is boss," she said.
"We (feminists) don't believe
in hierarchies. No one can
represent you but yourself and
no one does. "
Johnson now feels it is important for women to create a
woman-oriented
svstem
separate from the current
system, where she envisions
there is peace.
"We have to (be separate) to
make it (a new world), she
said. "Once we pull out of this
very bad marriage with the
patriarchial state, there will
be no hierarchial system.
"When men were under a
mother goddess (in ancient
Greece), they created their
patriarchial world," Johnson
said. "Men are using their
laws to massacre women."
Women, she added, perform
two-thirds of the world's work
and get only one-tenth of the
money.
"Now we are creating our
own world, .. Johnson said.
"We are going into something
completely new. We are not
focusing on economic details
but on values."
Johnson is best known for
her excommunication from the
Mormon church in 1979.
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3) If your name I. Fred, Frelda. frederick,
'rederlca, or Fredllna. (Also Alfred .. Wilfred.
lIy popular request)
., If It'. your Birthday (Good 3 days before or after)

This Saturday: Sliver Mountain
willi Way.e H...... _ f .......
To Get Hoe-Down Lessons from Cowboy Cliff, Call in Advance
To Reserve a table, Cc.lI s.t9-8221
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NEED BODY? .• PERM IT!!
At the Hair Performers. we're known as the Perm
Performers and we believe the basiS of any great
hairstyle is a custom perm. That's why "We don't promise
a great perm ... we guarantee it'"
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Ramada Inn's ...
Friday Hight
Dance Partyll
9 to Close
featuring

Tom Stone and the
Traveling Music Machine

Schnapps Shots
Blue Hawaiians
Pitchers

75¢
$1.00
$3.00

No Cover

Happy Hour ~l
4-1 p.m. ~
F.... Food BaH.t 5-7:3

<-

Drafts
Speed ralls
Imports
Pitchers

40¢
70¢
$1.00
$2.50

Editor: Biggest threat to press
is reporting on only official news
By Edward Rahe
Staff Writer

The biggest threat to the free
press comes from journalists
content with reporting only the
"official news," Erwin Knoll,
editor of a left-wing political
magazine, said.
Knoll, editor of The
Progressive, was the featured
speaker at the SIU-C School of
Journalism's annual banquet
Thursday night.
Mainstream
journalism
reflects the worst aspects of
society, Knoll said. The media
act in self interest, he added.
"They're <the media)
businesses trying to turn a
buck."
The idea of the objective
reporter is a myth, Knoll said,
adding that a reporter who
watches events closely is

was written especially for
bound to form opinions.
"To pretend we don't <have their protection.
The Progressive gained
opinions) is a disservice to the
na tiona I a ttention in
public," he said.
Technology that creates November 1979 when it
hazards and government published an article that
agencies tha t regulate revealed the secret of building
businesses should be the hydrogen bomb.
scrutinized closely, Knoll said.
The article originally had
In the future, journalists will been set for publication April
have to address problems such 1979, but a federal district
as those caused by industries judge issued a restraining
that have been dumping toxic order barring The Progressive
wastes for many decades, he from publication. On Sept. 28
added.
the U.S. Seventh Court of
Reporters shouldn't be Appeals vacated the injunction
"immobilized by dread" when and the article was published
reporting on such issues, he in the November issue.
said.
The Progressive responded
Knoll said he views the First
Amendment as something that at the time that it had not
belongs to everyone, while violated any acts or revealed
many people in the media tend classified information in its
to think the First Amendment arUcle.

Secretary contest

TRANSFER TO RAY COLLEGE
DEGREE COMPLETION PROGRAMS
ADVERTISING DESIGN, ILWSTRATION,
INTERIOR DESIGN, FASHION DESIGN,
FASHION MERCHANrJlSING, PHOTOGRAPHY
Transfer up to 60 credit hours toward 8 Bachelor of Arts degree. 4-year SA
and 2·year AAS degf1l9 in specialized majors. Day and 4MIIIing.
Starting June and September. Write or phOne lor catalog.

The Carbondale Park
District is sponsoring Carbondale's Best Secretary
Contest.
EntrioOS must be 100 wo,'ds or
less and say why a secretary
should be choosen.
Entries may be mailed to
Best Secretary Contest,
Carbondale Park District,
P.O. Box 1326, Carbondale. IL

RAY COLLEGE OF DESIGN
A

Y
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ChIc8go CIImpua:
Phone: (312) 280-3500
401 N. W8ba8h Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60611

WoodfIeld c.mpua: Phone: (312) 885-3450
600 Woodfieki Drive, Scl\aumbwg, illinois 60173

62901.
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FREE Parking at
the SIU Arena!
LIVE! AT THE SIU ARENA
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SAVE ON All TICKETS OPENNG NIGHT!
Friday. April 15 is WSIL-TV3 Family Nightl!
7:30pm, performance-All tickets $3.00 off!!
• Sat. April 16 is the JC Penney Matinee12 noon!!
.Sat. April 16 is WCll Radio/McDonald's
Family Matinee-4:00pm.!!
• Sun. April 17 is the Southern Illinoisan
Matinee-l :OOpm.!!
am. April 17 is the Country Fair Matinee4:30pm. I $2 discount coupons at store!
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'Chlldren (12 & Under) - $1.50 Discount Courtesy of
Carbondale Star Newspaper
(No Further Discounts Apply)

TIckets $8.50 &

$7.00

Tickets available only at:
THE SIU ~.RENA SOUTH LOBBY
BOX OFFICE.
starting: FRIDAY - 9 a m.
SAT. - 9 a_m.
s'JN. - 10 a.m.

AprillS, 18, & 19

10am-3pm

Student Center
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Deposit ReQUired •
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Chocolate Thru
Spri ng April
Large Chocola~e Chip Cookies 19¢
Chocolate Cake Donuts19¢
flrownies 19¢
Register to win

a 51b.

Bar!

LA ~OMA PIZZA

Weekend Special

#1 One 16" pizza. 1 item
2 quart Pepsi $8.50

Wetn' wild
Greek week brought Alpha Gamma Rho
member Mark Torra.lce, senior in plant and

Dog disrupts
street's mail
delivery
FORT WALTON BEACH,
Fla. (UPI) - Neither rain nor
snow nor gloom of night will
stop a mail carrier from his
appointed rounds - but a big
dog who doesn't like men in
uniform could do the trick in
the Florida Pe nhandle.
Postal officials said Thursdaya German shepherd in a
Fort Walton Beach neighborhood has chased or knocked
down carriers four times this
year. After the latest incident
Tuesday, the dog owner - a
policeman - was told mail
would not be delivered to the
address until the situation is
resolved.
And more than one home
may be affected, postal officials said.
Pat Rickard, supervisor of
mail delivery in the Bay Drive
area, said the mail carrier was
told that if he sees the dog
loose in the neighborhood he
should not deliver mail in the
area. She said that could affect
up to 10 addresses.
"We notified the people that
they need to restrain the
animal. And we have gone so
far as to talk to the gentleman's supervisor or boss in
order to try to get the situation
resolved," said Rickard. "As a
last resort we are withholding
the mail."
Rickard said the first incident occured Jan. 14 and two
other incidents occurred
within a week. A newspaper
reported that delivery was
halted to 10 addresses Wednesday, but Rickard said the
mail was later delivered to
every address but the one with
the dog.
.. In one of the prior incidents, the dog knocked the
carrier down and tore his
shirt," said Rickard ..

soil science, out of the library and into a
muddy vollyball game.

ICHlnf~Jl~QOSE
.&.50 EggRole, Main Course, Rice
.3.95 Lunch Buffet, All you can eat
84.95 Dinner Buffet, All you can eat
Fri, Sat, Sun.
Across from Gatsby's

549-5082

Southern Illinois University
Department of Theater
and
The Student Theater Guild

CATHARSIS
by

Tommy Westerfield

FR•• ADM.SS.ON
Limited Seating - Tickets available at
McLeod Theater-Box Office.

Laboratory Theater

FRI. & SAT.

Jungle
Dogs
(Final Engagement at Gatsbv's)

April 15 & 16

SUNDAY

The Reform
also appearing

Jack

RAMADA I

SATURDAY Is

Classic Oldies
"Ight

&

Mix

c!:.

with T,m Stone
CIt the OClIII Loan,e

LHII.....llnd ,...

lie
SI.50
S1.50
11.50

RamadCllnn-Rt. 1 J Welt
(CI,,",ndClle
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State delays start-up of health insurance plan
SPRINGFIELD, Ill. (UP!)
- The state-backed health
insurance plan for the sick,
elderly and disabled will be
postponed until atleastAug. 15
as the House Thursday gave
final legislative approval to
Gov. James R. Thompson's
suggestion to delay the
program until sufficient
funding is assured.
The House voted 112 to 1 to
accept the governor's
amendatory veto postponing
the start-up date of the
Comprehensive Health Insuran.:e Plan, which had been

Uncle Sam
paid In 126
work days
WASHINGTON CUP!)
The average American taxpayer will work 126 days this
year - until May 5 - to pay
income taxes, the Tax
Foundation said Thursday.
That's two days more than last
year.
"This way of expressmg the
tax load is calculated on the
assumptj'jn that, sooner or
later, the American worker
ultim:<!.tely pays the total tax
bllrden - including business
taxes, which are passed on to
individuals - in his or her
capacity as an employee,
proprietor or investor," the
foundation said in its annual
Tax Freedom Day count.
The group said the average
American works from Jan. 1
through May 4 to furnish
federal, state and local tax
collectors with money to pay
all taxes, if every cent earned
during that period went for
taxes.
"On May 5, Americans
finally stari working for
themselves," the foundation
said. "Put another way, it will
take 126 days to satisfy the tax
man this year, two days longer
than were required last year."
Although Tax Freedom Day
fell on May 4 last year, there is
a two-day difference this year
because of leap year.
The group said the U.S.
taxpayer "has now lost all the
ground gained through the
major cuts of the Econor.lic
Recovery Act of 1981."
It added that since the 1981
act, "large revenue raisers in
1982, l~ and 1984, plus the
1987 omnibus bill and the 1988
continuing resolution, have
lopped off big chunks of the '~l
cuts and Social Security hikes
have made further inroads,
until, like the Cheshire Cat in
'Alice in Wonderland,' nothing
remains but the smile "
The foundation's May 51dx
Freedom Day, the latest since
1955, compares to May 4 in 1987
and April 30 .n both i986 and
1985. The earliest Tax
Freedom Day announced by
the foundation was April 9 in
1955.

Since 1955, there were 11
days in May that were
calculated to be Tax Freedom
Days by the foundation.
The foundation also said in
1988, the average American
worker "will spend 2 hours and
45 minutes on the job for the
tax collector" in an 8-hour day,
or 2 minutes more than in 1987
- the "largest tax bite since
U.S. tax statistics began to be
recorded early in this century."
Of that 2 hours and 45
minutes, the foundation said, 1
hour and 50 minutes goes to
federal taxes and 55 minutes
go La states and municipalities.
Page 12, Daily Egyptian, April 15, 1988

scheduledtobeginAprill.
son recommended the
The Senate approved 54 to 4 program not be started until
Thompson's amendatory veto fisca~ 1989 funding, estimated
suggestion Wednesday, so the as high as $30 million, was
change now will become law.
approved.
"I think untier the cirThe CHIP program was
cumstances that is a wise designed to make health indecision," said Rep. Woods surance available to the sick,
Bowman, D-Evanston, House elderly and disabled who have
sponsor of the bill (8688).
difficulty buying health care
The delay in starting the coverage or finding emprogram came after the ployment that oifers health
Legislature did not ap· insurance.
propriat~ $3 million needed to
The House action prompted
fund the program from April lone lawmaker to urge a
to June 30, when the state's thorough examination of the
fiscal YE>ar 1988 ends Thomp- program during the spring

r--------------------------,
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Legislative session.
"This plan needs a lot of
work. I would like everybody
to J'ealize and think about most
seriously the fact that this
needs a lot of substantive
revisions," said Rep. Thomas
McCracken,
R-Downers
Grove. "We passed this very
hastily at one time_ It should
be considered in full this
session and I hope this is a s~ep
in that direction."
The House Judiciary Two
Committee voted 9 to 0 to send
the full tlouse a measure

a

<H3099) that would toughen
penalties for crimes against
severely mentally retarded
adults. The bill would make 10
crimes ranging from kidnappins to pimping to sexual
assault of retarded adults
felony offenses as if the crimes
were committed against
children.
Severely retarded adults
currently are protected under
the law as other adults. But the
bill would give retarded adults
with IQs below 40 the same
protection as children.
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2 INGREDIENT PIZZA

1M Best Around"
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Pick up & Free Delivery
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• Gordon Vodka $10.49i
LUNCH SPECIAL
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Moo Goo Gai Pan $2.95

o

~ J&BScotch
;= Champagne

B.Y.O.B.
Don't become another person in a buffet line...
Let us C2 t pr to "You"!

1 mi S. of SIU Arena on S. 51

1.75L
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Soup *Eggroll * Fried Rice * Fortune Cookie
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of the original artists
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AFUdlFILM
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SAVE NOW

ON PROCESSING
Take advantage of 01J' fimited-tlme offer
to save on (Nery rol of color film we
process and print for you.
12 exposure roll $2.92
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Jesus and Judgment

A SIU student recently
described, in the Daily Egyptian.
on incident that occurred during
the Easter season in downtown
Carcondale.
The
student
reported seeing a group of
·'Jesus freaks" beating a bunny
to dramatize their belief thot the
true spirit of Easter hod been
lost. Offended. he insisted that it
had always been his impression
that Eas,er celebrated Je~us'
crucifixion and resurrection from
the dead rather than bunnies,
eggs and condy. The letter went
on to soy that group oc·
camponied their demonstration
with remarks of condemnation
and promises of hell for 011 those
in a downtown bar; and, his
personal belief was that "If there
is a God, he would tell his
followers to be cool and make
friends:' (D.E. 4-8-88)
There is, most certainly, a
God; and. Jesus Christ the Son of
God was crucified and
resurrected, a reason for
celebration, And. in fact. Christ
did instruct his rollowers as to
their attitude toward others.
Christ instructed his
disciples
to
demonstrate
eompossion, love and sincere
concern as well as spreading the
message of $Glvation by God's
grace through faith in Jesul
Christ.
Unfortunately, not all of his
"followers·' always heed his
instructions or fallow his
example. At times the true spirit
is lost even to them.
Christ, while on the road to
the crucifixion anti resurrection.

was rejected by the peaple of a
porticular village. Appalled by
the rejection of Jesus. two of his
closest and dearest followers
responded by asking Jesus if he
would have them coli down fire
from heaven and destroy the
villagers.
Jesus turned and rebuked
them saying. "You do not know
what kind of spirit you are of, for
the Son of Man did not come to
destray men's lives, but to $OVe
them."(Lk.9:55-56)
Unmistakably,
can·
demnation and judgment are
elements of the Easter message
and can not be taken lightly by
anyone, They are a& real as the
crucifixion and resurrection of
Jesus; however. they must be
communicated in their proper
contex.
II is because of the
crucifixion and resurrection of
Christ that on individual is able
to avoid condemnation and
judgment. They are, in port. the
reason Christians celfibrate
Easter.
People sometimes wrongly
portray Christ and Christianity;
and, examples are blatantly
evident. At times God's word
and Christ, himself are the only
source of a true portrayal.
best T~ td:s:~:~~~tfb~as~~i:.~
own words, "For God so loved
the world that he gave his one
and only Son, that whoever
believes in him shall not perish
but have eternal life." (John
3:16)

THE AMERICAN BAPTIST CAMPUS MINISTRY

BOO S. Illinois Ave.
549·3200 or 549·244 (evening)

1301 W. Main

&

SUNDAY WORSHIP at 11 :ODa.m. pr«eded by
feliowshiF&refreshments at IO:3Oa.m.
Everyone welcome I
Albert C. Turl, diro.dor / campus mini.t.r
William R. Lewis, camp... minister

Microbiology budget decreases;
top teacher calls for more funds
By Richard Goldstein
Student Writer

In the past ten years,
Michael T. M"d'gan, an
associate professor of
microbiology has seen money
for lab materials in his
department decrease by
$10,000.

With the rise of inflation over
the past decade, this translates into a 3O-percent cut in
department funding, Madi~an
said.
"Although teaching should
be fun, it's vel") frustrating to
teach at SIU because you're
not given the proper resources
for teaching. In terms of
academics - we're slipping."
Strong sentiments. Even
more so because they come
irom the College of Science
Teacher of the Year.
"I am very honored by the
awltrd because I know that it
reflects the feelings of students
and my colleagues," Madigan
said. But "getting yourself up
for teaching with fewer, and
fewer resources becomes
harder every year."
A University of Wisconsin
graduate, Madigan has been at
SIU-C since 1979 studying the
physiology and biochemistry
of photosynthetic bacteria.
An articulate and genial
man, he becomes animated
when the subject of departmental funding comes up.
The point, Madigan said, is
that the microbiology program
i... in trouble if more money
doesn't come in from the
University budget. What
suffers most, he said, is the
quality of instruction in undergraduate labs.
"Microbiology is an expensive discipline - agar (a
medium used for growing
microorganisms) costs $90 a
pound."

Professor Donald R. Tindall,
associate dean in the College of
Science said the lack of a state

budget increase for higher
education has caused inflation
to take even bigger bites from
the University budget.
"The immediate future
doesn't look good for state
funding, " Tindall said.
While Tindall acknowledged
the inadequate funding of
microbiology, he notes that the
program has benefited from
the hiring of two new faculty.
Microbiology is offering a
new course next fall,
biotechnology. It will not includealab.
Department Chair Jack
Parker said, half-jokingly:
"It's biotechnology without the
technology. Starting up a new
lab is absolutely out of the
question, we're really close to
not being able to deliver our
courses."
The department, Parker
said, is getting to the point that
it will be unable to offer
adequate practical experience
to prepare undergraduates for
the job market.
Madigan is undergraduate
adviser for microbiology as
well as a retention and
recruitment committee
member for the College of
Science. One of the committee's duties is to identify
and recruit high school
students who have science
backgrounds.
What to do with them once
they're here is a different
matter.
"We have too many students
(at SIU-C) in my opinion,"
Madigan said, "We should oe
more concerned with instructional quality than simply
counting bodies."
For instance, there are 61
undergraduates
in
microbiology. Few more can
be accommodated with
present resources, Madigan
said. "The equipment for
teaching labs is unbelievably
poor."

Graduates
name new
president

Hours:

Trudy Hale has been named
president as the Graduate and
Professional Student Council.
Hale, who ran unoppor.eO, is
a graduate student in political
science.
The new vice president for
graduate school affairs is
Jo.;eph Phillips, a doctoral
candidate in rehabilitation,
who ran unopposed.
Kim Vines, a graduate
student in business and administration defeated Phil
Lyons, graduate student in
educational administration for
vice president of administrative affairs. The vote
was IStoll.

Sun-Tues.
lOam-3am
Wed.-Thurs.
lOam-4am
Fri.-Sat.
Warn-Sam
Monday
Tuesday
WechsIay

Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

Parker talked ahout the
state of affairs in the labs:
"The electricity supply is a
nightmare, you plug things in
and circuit boxes blow up. We
don't even have any money to
fix the microscopes. The only
renovation this department
has had since I've been here
(977) is a door b€tween Dr.
Madigan's lab. Everything
that gets fixed, gets fixed
because of catastrope...
On the outside of Madigan's
office is a bulletin b02rd with a
memo written by Parker
recounting the financial woes
of the department, and warning that cuts will soon be
made in the 400 level
laboratories. Madigan has
added his own comment in
script - asking students to
write their state representatives in support of a tax
increase for next year.
"Hopefully, responsible
funding will come from the
state as of July 1 and we can
then begin to upgrade
academic
programs,"
Madigan said, "Without more
tax money, even the best
academic progrltms, like
microbiology, will find it
impossible to compete with
programs at compa,able
universities ...
Maybe in another 10 years,
Madigan adds, "there won't be
a teacher of the year award."
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University Hall's
Weekend Tours

i

r!rrm;fr~
THAT SELL YOU!
RESUME SPECIAL:

1 Page Laserset & 50 Copies - $19.88
1

Page Laserset-$14.95

KOPIES & MORE
607 S. Illinois Ave. -

"'~'.'.I

Note: WF

a.,.,."

(618) 5::!9-5679

HONOR COMPETITORS PRICES

SWldae
WKIN@).nCElElINS
Murdale Shopping Center
llamtol0pm
549.5432

Valid through 4-17.88

I

Sat. 10am-4pm

Sun. 12-4pm
549-2050

412 E_ Walnut
Carbondale
~
549-7212
We accept
'BELL phone orders
for pickup
D?ily Specials

"

TACO

Burrito Supreme
Two Taco Supremes & Med. Drink
Taco Salad & Med Drink
Nacho Bell Grande & Med. Drink
Taco Salad & Med. Drink
Combo Platter & Med. Drink
Tacos

10pm to close
Regular Tacos & Bean Burritos 59¢

!--auyTwoBarriioSu-primii--l
& Get lrd on. Fr...

:

4.29·88

I

:

THE HEAT IS ON

Owners:
Janice Knoke
Debbie Thompson

Open:Mon-Thurs ... Sam-Midnight
Fri-Sat .... _Sam-2( m
Sunday ... 1pm-Midnight

*Located at the Best Way Inn
(across from Holiday Inn)

Saturday
Band: Vindicator-Rock
Sunday
25 C Draft Beer '1.50 Pitcher of Beer
All

&N
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ACROSS
1 Armadillo
5 CruSlldes
9 Carping
remark
13 Cram
14 Wine grape
15 Sloth
16 Chi. business
district
17 Fragrant oil
16 Apollo's
mother
19 "Papa"
22 Memo
23 John 24 Chiefiy
27 "And name
32 Played a part
33 Coeur d' 34 Chemistry
suHlx
35 Desideratum
36 Raft
37 P)'gmy
38 Mineo
39 Diving birds
40 Creed
41 Smitten
43 Tuem
« Mimic
45 Eng. river
46 Book by 19A
54 Uphold
55 Papal cape
56 Teheran coin
57 Coating of ice
particles
58 Uele or Amur
59 Hinl
60 "- a song go
out ... "
61 Faculty head
62 Contained

Briefs

Today's
Puzzle

DEPARTMENT
OF
Chemistry and Biochemistry
will present "Studies on Enzyme Mimics" by Dr. Ronald
Breslow, Columbia University,
at 4 p.m. today in Neckers 240.

Puzzle answers
are on Page 9.

I

DOWN
Proficient
Indigent
Shortly
Atoned
5 Flexible twig
6 Poker term
7 Gad

8 Stlritt
9 Protruding
parts
10 Again
11 Pro 12 Uplift the
spirits of
14 Small pie of
meat
20 Vended
21 Snoop
24 Parsonage
25 Indian 26 Inscribed
stone marker
27 Light-colored
26 Meadows
29 Hangout

4"

(\nta~

EQUINE SCIENCE Club
will have a horse care seminar
from 9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Saturday at ~e Physiology
Center, Union Hill Rd.

's

_ ...or
50 Mollen
rock
51 Vex
52 Manhandle
53 Pung

EUROPEAN
STUDENT
Association will present
"Carmen, " a movie by
director Carlos Saura, at 7
p.m. Saturday in the Student
Center Video Lounge.

Pe1~

RKreot,onal
fu,n"ure
MU5>c:oi

Apartment.
Hou~

MobtleHome1.

~7:.:;o R."I
Mob.l. Home Lall
HelpWonfed
Employm.nt Wanted
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Seht1(."

CIl
CIl
~

....
u

Offered

LOlot

found

!:'! ~~~S::~~.4 ::.~c. :::k::

Annc-uncementi.
A"ctl(J.ll~andSoIe-~

Mus' sell I $.800obo. 687·2163.
..22-88 . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3346Ao 140
TOYOTA flCKUP 1985. AUTO.
overdrive. 30,600 mIles, comper
shift", S49....u64 or 5 ..9#8341.
' •• 19-88 .............. 329IAo131

Antique.
~;:IM!U

Opporh,lnltlltS

Ride', Needed
R,d.,Noedod

~:~~XJ( ~~E:~;::ed ~f.9.~~·

,.,...R""iiiiiir",.'o.'o_ _ _ _,
?-<::>ot?-<::>ot::;>..::;>..::;>..::?<::;-,

.. ~.•.'Jj 1Don't give upl

U

I

"IS.aB . ............. 3293Aa13S
1982 MUSTANG Gl .•S.ux mi .• pb.
ps. om-1m. Mlr;helln 'ires .. .f spd,

mustseIlS249SoboS.9';~416

i9~~-88MAiDA· 626. ·iri1<JR~~o~~~

look In the

. boded. power

everythl"A; DC, sun
mono. exc. <0,.01. • S7·

1'001. much

D.E. CLA$SIFIED $
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COLLEGE OF Liberal Arts

V.I'\n::I.~

8u1.lneuPropeor1y

I.~

will hold its annual elections

and Supphe~

SPO("~iJ Good~

Roommal81o

I-C

WILDFIRE TOO will
present a video "Crystal
Healing Energy" at 6:30 p.m.
Saturday at 910 W. Sycamore,
Apt. 5.

from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Monday through Thursday in
Faner 1229. For details, call
Richard Dale at 536-2371, ext.
47.
TENNIS INSTRUCTIONAL
Course will held from 6 to 7
p.m. Monday and Wednesday
or 7 to 8 p.m. Tuesday and
Thursday for beginners and 7
to 8 p.m. Monday and Wednesday or 6 to 7 p.m. Tuesday
and Thursday for intermediate
April 18 to May 4 at the Rec
Center. For details, call 536-

ElktrO'HC'!Io

(ome-ro,"

•

WESLEY FOUNDATION
will host Logos Coffeehouse at
8 tonight and a "Gospel Fest
and Showcase" at 2 p.m..
Sunday at 816 S. Illinois.

Automotive

198. FIERO. 2S.OOO mi.. al>5olu'.
,"In' condi'ion. oe, whi1e .:o1or.
SSSOO. Call S.9·728O fa •• a. nigh.
RED HOT BARGAINS I Drug deaf.,.'
cors. boots. planes repc'd. Surplus.
Your orea. 8ur-t'$ Guid•. 1..&05-6876000 .d. $·9501.
S-4-88 .............. 2388Aalol/T
1965 MUSTANG FASTBACK. SLACK.
28~. Over $1000 In new po. fl. Mus'
selll S2SOO obo. S.9· 1099.
"15·88 . . . . . . . . . . . . 3018Ao:3S
71 I'I/OSCHE 91 I TARGA. GUARDS.
red-blode: :••f resrored. $ J ~OOO ;n""sr"';. S12500- _ollobl•• 437·
836S serious Inquiries only
.·IS·88 .............. 3225AalJ5
1118 FORD FAIRMONT. Ps. om·lm.
cleon. no :Ult. good cond. Musl s.",
S I 050 obo. 529·2090.
.. IS.,8. . . . . . .. . .... 3262Aa135
1981 PONTIAC T;ooo. 3 dr. om·lm.
new dutch. tires. 6O,xlex. S6SO obo.
.S7'{)227.
.·18.,8 ............. l222Aal36
'80 TOYOTA TERCEll SR·S. 2 dr. 5
spd, oc, om-1m cass, 35 mpg. $1600,
S29·2392.
"IS.aB . ............. 334SAoI3S

8.cyd..,l>

-U

CHIl'\~SE
STUDENT
Association will hold its annual
election at 7:30 tonight in the
Student Center Illinois Room.

sanctum
31 Melee
33 Bifter drug
plant
36 Preface
37 Scientific
investigation
39 Long easy
stride
40 Neophyte: var.
42 Trading place
43 Angry oog
45 Steve or
Wood"
46 Hillside
dugout
47 Fall short
4d Pinn&c't

-IOITI(!l00

CIl
CIl
~

NON
TRADITIONAL
Student Services Terra Firma
Socializer will meet at 5 p.m.
today at the Pinch Penny Pub,
7()(lE. Gr~.nd.

30 Circle or

----

_
MCltorcyclE's.

'-I-

ll

1
2
3
4

!~Ir!!!!~:·~l~'~f~i~!!!!!~

Clossified Directory

53'-3311

0163.

y<-"'-<:::"'-<:::>-O"oO"oO-':::;:"oO.J...

i9~~:'!o.:ZDA ·RX.1:5Sr/:~~':),;i.

I ::~'s~:i~~9~~~09~OW

mI.,

lik. new.

"~~·-~_'OUPON"~~"
Complete Radiator & Auto Repair

10% off
Parts & Labor
(Excluding 01,. conditioning units.
Not good with ony othe,. coupon)

~

\RADIATORANDI
AUTOCENTEII I

~

""I!II"'.

\e

I

529-1711 Op.':::::':~:~':

5:i31.

Chemistry prof to discuss
enzyme study at lecture
A professor of chemistry
from Columbia University will
present the annual Richard
and Doris Arnold Lecture
today.
Ronald Breslow will speak
on "Studies on Enzyme
Mimics" at 4 p.m. in the Van
Lente Auditorium of the
Neckers Building.

He has won the AI thur C.
Cope Award. the Richards
Medal and the James Flack
Norris Prize in Physical
Organic Chemistry of ihe
American Chemical Society.
He received the Mark Van
Doren Medal of Columbia
University and the CO~'.1Jll.bia
University Great Teacher
Award.

Bre£low is the Samuel
Latham Mitchell Professor of
Chemistry at Columbia. His
recent work deals with the
synthesis and study of
molecules that imitate enzymatic reations. This work
has included the development
of artificial enzymes.

The Arnold Lecture, which is
free and open to the public, is
sporu;ored by the Departm~nt
of
Chemistry
and
Biochemistry and honors
Richard T. Arnold, retired
professor and former
chemistry
department
chairman, and his wife. Doris.

Anthropology seminar set
The fifth and final event of
the spring colloquium series on
anthropology will be held
Tuesday in the University
Museum Auditorium.
Former President Albert
Somit, a distinguished service
professor of political science,
will lecture on "Biological
Approaches to Political
Science." John S. Jackson III,
dean of the College of Liberal
Arts, will lecture on
"Traditional Approaches to
Political Science."
Both are part of the series,
"A Crossroads of Inquiry:
Disciplines That Inform Anthropological Research, .. a

colloquium sponsored by tbe
Center for Archaeological
Investigations and the
Department of Anthropology.
F.E. Smiley, curator of the
Center, said the relationship
between anthropology and
other studies is complex and
extensive.
"Often developments and
ideas from other fields achieve
high levels of popularity in
anthropology and generate
h. ated and fruitful debate,"
Smiley said.
A 3O-minute audience participation session on varying

~&~':ill:esth~ I~=~ science
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INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS And Services will
sponsor a trip to Washington
D.C. May 15 to 22. For details,
call453-577 .

FULL LINE OF ACCESSORIES

Register now for drawing on
Sunday, April 17th
Many items to be given away including:

• $250 in merchandise
• $100 in merchandise

REGISTRATION DEADLINE for the May 17 and 19
CollegE! Level Examination
Program is April 22. For
details, call Testing Services
at 536·3303.

&

10 a.m. to 6 p.m.

A doctoral student won a top
award presented by the
American
Society
of
Mechanical Engineers.
Gustavo H. Castro, a native
of Bogo'.a, Colombia, received
a $300 cash award for his paper
on multi phase flow and
cavitation. The paper was one
of the top three in an international
competition
sponsored by the Fluids
Engineering Division of the
Society.
Castro haS been invited to
present his paper at the
National Fluid Dynamics
Conference July 24 to 28 in
Cincinnati, Ohio.
The paper, "Pipe Flow
Transients in Slurry Mixtu:-es
with Heavy Solids," is based
on Castro's master's thesis
research. He received his
master's degree from SlU-C in
1986.

It.

*Sat.OPEN
HOUSE *
Sun., April 16th 17th
&

Engineering
student gets
cash award
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• Roper lawn mower
• Wheelhorse Dump Trailer
• and others!
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•-c

We offer a variety of dress· up
parts & accessories.
Rt. 13 W.

(2Y, miles W. of Ramada Inn)
between Carbondale & Murphysboro

684-3336
'Me Our Wheeillone And Roper Mowers On Dlapfay"

. ., I
~

Hours:
Mon.·Sat. 10·6

1.12 Old, Cutlau Brougha... 4DR

• -
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r... .I

• _

w ~

All Power - Extra Clean

1.13 VW G.T.I. Hatchback
Sporty - 5 Speed
1.84 ford IIrOnCO 114 Wh. .1Drlv_
V-6 with Air Conditioning

1 owner, - White with Red Velour Interior

~

Air - Cassette - Nice Unit with New Tires

1.86 lsuau Trooper II

•

b

1.13 VW Vanagon Wagon
Automatic &Air - Low Mileage

1412 West Main

•

t . , .................................." •.
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1971 Chevy Caprice Claulc 4Dr.
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I
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rsMITH DODGil
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457-1155
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I!.d.d
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'83 PONTIAC J2000. 5 spd. om.1m
COil. lu" roof. oc. ph. po. 9"-'
cond .. ;2750obo549·1134.
4·2()..88 ............. 3358,0.0138
MOVING AFTEI/ GllADUATlON? 8uy
your 0Wf'I U-Hall Von. TI'uck
lI_onabl•. CoIIS49-4068.
4·25·88 ............. 3375Aal41
'13 DODGE. RUNS. SONIE new ports.
body '" poo: conditio" SJOO or besl
oHar. Coli oller 5:00. 529-4955
4·18·88 ..... , ........ 34'4Aa136
BLACK La BRA fO< hall price. FI..
Co",.,..... 1·28. Iroc. Almo.' new
$45...bo. Coli 549·3896. I.oWl m....

1984 HONDA 500 MAGNA V·3D. I
10.000 mil... new IIr.. <ompl.1e
'u"e up. Exe. blh $1500
(Ieporotely). Molorcyde troller'
used only twice. hos 0 cor ode. eo"
he uMd for blk. 01' onyfhlng S500
(••porolely). 80'" fO< $1800. 549·
2382.
4·21-88,
" ......... 328OAcl39
1980 SUZUKI GSBSO. W;"dIOmmer.!.
Rodlo. Good Sh_. $8SO. Coli 549.
3572.
4·15·88 .. ""
....... 3302A<135 ,
KAWASAKI I·/. FAIRING AND many I
<011 oilerS p.m. 457·7936.

..troo.

i:'~EII6 $E6;,y,: 2O.od/!:":.~3: ~~Eii . YAMA'!iA' Ri..:f'~~~3f
300 miles: sky blue. II•• n':':"'. s.soO

condition. S85OO. Call 529-.,89011.,.

CAIlBONDALE. IN TOWN 3 bdrm
home with full boMme"'. FtK sole
wlth·no money down. 606 W.
Walnut..",.,. 1-4 p.m. So. . ta...
por $51/0 mo. 81g yard with moture
INS. fireplace. ',", 25 .•... '3. ,.9I1V' I'm.,
Phane.529.5645fO<mored.lolll.

8., . I.···

1975 ' .... 70 2 bdrm. carpet. washerdryer. stove. refrJg. C'ttf1. air.
puliout.S7000.964-1609.
4·21-88 ............ 319Mel39
FOIl SALE 3 bdrm mbl. hm. 14.702
both. cen. olr. Loc. Town Cfry. 529·
4839. CoIl 0#1er5 p.,...
4-15-88. . . . . . .. . . . ,3285,0..,35
WHY IIENH 12.65 troller lor sole.
14900. No... , Roccoon Volley. largeshody
south of Corbondale. New
wl"dows. d-.. d«k. .ned. _II
maintained. 1-654-1652.
4-22-88 .. , ....
. ::088,0..1.0
19611 12.50 2 IIDRM. NEW CARPET.
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HOMES. ItEASONA8I.E. Ask
,.,. _ . 616 E Pcri:. Cdol••

th,.
'2)(52.2 bdrm home. All oppllonce-s

t;e~"549'1494. " 3313Ac136 I :~~<onc/"""''''.529·I3::;5A.'36
~9~~D Lio'2 .~.~"%!? 79 y •••W,W: 650 Si-l'ai. ""'Y good CRA8 OIICHAIID LAKE or_.
9p.m.oskfodhlm.

g:~,:;

~~~. ~,If.~~.-~~~ ..

S799 coli $49-0182. ask lor
4.19......... , ....... 3::87""'37

3337AcJ31

:=.
~':a~ :':'.0.;: 2g=r.;,'nd4 ~~t~· ::;i::Ir~~f.' ~ro~~
rr~nol.
co7.
:~'·bes'.OHer:.CoII~;~~~3a
549-6113

1979 KAWASAKI KZ 1000. be. cond.

ofter 12:30'1

!:~~31'...... ,
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',0; ~~~i ii'. 0",.2~;.~:
10•. Good cond. 549.6598

2575 .... ,4,
WlNOSOfII2. 65 WITH 4. 12l/pout.

:::
Ilk. - . ""Iy 1600 mi. -one

4.21,88 ..... '..... , ... 3119,0..139

Health-

Su"bird 5995. AIV>. Aulo Sol... 605

549·5095
4·22-88 . . . . . .. ' ..... 3429AcI.o

cellenl condition $4 900, 529-4711
3193A.'36
12.652 8DAA1 <URN. CEN AIR. heo/.

Auto: ...... ~~~~7!.&

$4200 'um 684·5048.

~fL~Nl 53600.

~~~ P~:u;~·=·dr$~~5.:~ :;~;h" t.~~~. 12c.:"
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"::: I

:'~~~:":A":~o~~..I1':::' ~~S t%~s':529.5194·~~1I';'

~,~~~OiS549·'331.

.. 3386Ao137
1974 CHEVY VAN 61.5GO mI. lIusty.

~:~~~~:rdr~ ~:':rg~:

Home.

2928 keep ~infl·
4-15-88 ., ' ......... 3379AaI35
1918 fOlIO FAIIIMONT ST. -gO". 4
5"."d. om .
new du'ch. deon.
~4~~::..,.$~~.so obo. 529·

]
.

GOVT SEIZeD HOMES S/.OO. (U
repaIr). avy properties for bock

.''!'.

r;;::~.':':,6s;.f:h':;ting

4·20-88 . . . . . . . . . . . 3.03""'38
19er DATSUN 310 GX. 2 dr. S .pd.
red me'ollc. oc. stereo. reor

4-1-88

1·51,..59·
2_Ad135

';';;'.5~9':::;;:,yord.

5·11-88 ............. 2912Agl53
18 FT ONE·HALF _we bo.. CB
an'enno w-base ca S ISOoho. DJgltal
reodout m/crCMi'O" oven S.5O obo.
Call anytlm. and leave message.
549·8405.
4-28-88 . . . . . . . . ,
. 341 7A9 1. 43

r---

t' .

).
j

-

4·15-88 .. , ' . . . . 3363Am135
COUCH fOil SALE· A'mas' brood
new-exte"en' condition. S200 abo
0011549·3042. k_p Irymg.
4-15-88 " " . . . . . . . 333Mml35
BLUE STRATOtOUNGEII !~UNER I
'ft'. old. S265. Antique oak lull bed
ond/obl.$8S.985·318S.
4-20·88 ....... , . . . 35OOAml38
OUEEN SIZE WI. TEIlBED 5350 obo •
Coil Jim 549-&405 " no onswer leave

/980 RENAULT LeCAII 2 dr. 4 cyl. 4

8EAUTIFUL

;': ~'~~;oC; 'VoC":',

$225. 451'804,9 oller 5 "'.
weekends:.
4-19-88 .
. ..... 3420AmI31

,.11

~:AACCOtiDI9aI: .~~.'::'~ I

low mllel. new btoJc:.s ond exhaust.
Groduo"ng muo' .. III 52450 obo
549.QS60.
'·21-88 .... , ........ , 3372Aa'39
'82 NISSAN CENTUIIA. dr. 5 spd. «.
....·Im••"e. cond.. 549-3948 _
6

I

-5% down payment
-90 days deferred payment

.

- You don't even have to have
previous credit references.

549-0531
220 S. Washington

c:omJ/lion.549.Q459.

4-18-88. .

. .. 33IIAnl36

- We will approve you for
credit.

f"

31 7 E. Main-Carbondale

Motorcycle.

Tire Sale &
Tune-Up SpeCials

_
.Ot'lg/nols
__
with_
strong
.,ud/a
ond _
II.,••

811/ or Scott 451·1DD6.
4-IS-88 .............. 3263An'35
PIANO: UI'fl/GHT w-"ldl"fl _
window. Fair <OtId1t1on. saurtds
good. SJOO obo. Ken 541'-0090.
4.15-88 .............. 3231Anl35
/971 F£NDEII JAZZ BASS. ACOUI'~
J26 lou amp. Soth .xcell.nt

• Verification of a job offer

TllANSMISSIOH flEPAIR. AAA Aufo
Soles ond Serv.. ( I _ I , Eoo. Side
Goroge). 605 N. IJlinol•• C'dole. 451·
7631
4.20-88 . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 2208Ab I38
MANY USED TIllES also low priced
new fires. batt.,-I.... S29.99 GGtor
76. ISOI W. Moln. 529·2302.
4-20-88 . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2420AbI38
MOBILE HOME OIL lumoce wi'" ,ank
$45. Coli 549-4935.
4-15-88. .
. 33S04b135

A
U'

WHO DID VICE PIIESIDENT BUlh coli
wften h. needed Joound and Ilgh,s?
Sound eo.-. strlrtgs ofwoys. 2 fot" S9.
D.J. sy~teml and MIDI recording
studto. 122 S .• lIlnotl Ave. 457-5641.
4-25·88 ...... , ....... 2359""'4'
GUITAR. BASS AND .heory lel$Oft&.
trons.crlp.ions. Mos' stylft. SIU
Grcod. 14 ......xp.•'eh 549-6140.
-4-26-U,
•....•.•.•.•.
2~111n'42
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"W _ _
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H you are graduating, in graduate school or have graduated
in the past 12 months,_you can take advantage of owning
your own car or any Chrysler Plymouth product.

':~~;~~;";:;:;~::I
.........- ...................." .......................

This week

MEDITEIIRANEAN

'.
is buying a car
from Wallace, Inc. I[d"-;:;;" ., \

4-15-88 ... , ' ......... 3339,0.0135

wi'"

341Mml43

MASTEII bedroom se•. lorg. 'rlpl.
dre...,. large chest and heodboord

00 ... al 451-4409.
4-19-88 ...... , . . . . . . 3503Aal37
1980 CHEVIIOLET CHEV£TTE. 67xx.
Good cond;l;on. must
S IJSO
obo. Amr453·5101 or549·S275.
4-25-88 .... ' ......... 342IAol';l
1980 HONDA ACCOfIO 2 dr. am·1m
co.... d~ble 51100 neg. wi:
549-6748 or 529·2849 a"1"me.
I

~. ::'J;.:;:::~r: ~"rot;~~~7
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messo!l4t.

4·28-88 . .. .. ....

spd. 't..-.o-coss. Runs Good. $650.

oH... 4:30 ask I",Mlchel..
4·15-88 ......... " ,. ' 314OAel35
1979 SUZUKI GSlOOOI. . •"c. condo
;Omm.,.. roellO. bode rest. new
leiter llres. $1200. 529·3520 _
4
p.m
4-15-88 .
. 3264Ac135
1982 /CAW 440 LTD belt drt ... 76lJO
mi. new " - IIr•• battery. $550 obo
mus,sellby4·22529-4489.
4-20-88 .............. .J502A<:138
1980 liED YAMAHA EXCI1U. Ex·
0811_ <OtId. SJOO 409 W. Moln no. 4
...... '" pubI~ IIb<aty. Leave ....1._ a n d " ........ on door 10 co/l
bock.
4-"......
., ... 341u..:I.J7

used

~st. ,urn
~,;::~:.t ::::!~nlS:,7. ~~9~~;7:nd go

5·1·88 . . . .
.,
' 3116Aml53
' ANTIQUE TA8LE SIX cha.... o"d
buH., $450. ook bunk bed. $150.
II 529·3874.
desk 515. porI. waSh.•.r S125. Coli

The Key To Success

S04 S. Hoyo .... 9.

"2 YANI MAXIM 5SO NEW In 85.
bodr rest ond windsnJ.Id. Min'
SIISO. Coli Archl. 536--1593.
4- I 5·88 .,.
. . . . . . . . 3080Ac/ 35
Ins Xl 25011 HONDA. GOOD cond ..
2000 ac1ugl mi .• "350 abo. One
awn... 549·1630.
'.15·88 '. . ...... . 3OIUAel35
1982HONOA4!MlHAWK N_in'81
On'r 2.000 rrdn. f.:cell..nr con·
ditlDn, Price II tHt9o'~ab'. Coli 5490549
4·18-88 . . . . . . . . . . 3184Ac136
1987 YAMAfj" flAZZ SCOOTEII ••• c

.

JENNY'S ANTIQUES AND
furniture old route 13

I

INSURANCE
457 ·123

3278Ael39

1

Furniture

:1I:0i=••
~&~~~ii!~~

Win_

wiper ond delr. 38 mpg. $1600 abo.
549,7908.
4·19-88 . . . . . . , , ... 3438Aa137
1985 TOYOTA COROLLA. 4 dr. S spd.
air. om~fm "ltreo. pl. pb. Ja tnpg.
•• c. cond .. $4950529-4697.
4-19·88 ., .......... 364Ma137
CAN YOU BUY Jeeps. corso 4x'"
HlzM In drug rolds for under
SIOO.OO? Coli lar lam loday. 602·
837·3401. Ed. 566
4·15·88 ............. 2419,0.0135

bdrm

!!

AYALA

2. 3 .• ond 5 BORNI. FUIlN. AC. color
t,v .. clo.se fa SIU May or ~u9. Aft.,.
noon. 457·7782 or 549-4265
5·11-88,
. . . . . 210480153
,. or J SDRM APT. FURN 01' unturn.
OC. May or Aug. After noon. 4S7·
7782.
5·11·88
210380153
TOP CAR8ONOA'.E LOCATIONS fOIl
Foil. 1 ond 2
furnIshed opts. no
pels. col/684-4145
4-29·88 . . .
.
238480 "5
DISCOUNT HOUSING. I ond 2 bd'm
furnished opts, 2 m; wes' of Cdale
Ramada Inn. colt 68""'1 45
4·29·88 '
..
238380145
COALE. fURNISHED APTS. (I block
from compuJi). 0'410 W. Freeman 3
bdrm. $475. 2 bdrm. $360. EHic.ency
Sr80. Also .s bdrm house ot 609 5
Poplor. SJ40perPftf'Son p&r mo. Col.
687-4571
. 2,2~~0146
5·2·88 ., ,
3 8DItM APARTMENT. EXCWSi.r
area. ideal for pJrore-uionol ~
faculty. S430 ~I' monfh. $100 oH 15'
mos, ren'. 529·41361
4-29-88
Z3408o'45
SUBLEASE fOR SUNINIEIl 2 bdrm.
furn. quiet. one'hall block 10
campus. ColJ Ryan 01 .5 .. 9 ..... 9'
.·21·B8
254380 139

FIIEE 8lJ381 MATH CHIP. with WYSE
386 <ompu.... and 80 M8 hord dl.k.
$5495 OoIoComm Syo.em. 529.2563.

5hort& LonIl
•••••••T.rm

Motorcycle. & ~

' r _ Jec,".
5-4-88 .. ,.... . , '
3274A.,48
CAIIBONDALE WHY PAY rent when
you CO" own? 12.50 2 bdrm. lurn.
at. n ..w carpet. new IcUchen
~~~~;z. and lop. aSki"" $3.100
4.21-88

onlvS5.99
COALE TABLE·BOOTH. 4 alloch.d
choIrs. $J 10 Unique mini C'nina
coblne. che.. SIOO. Smoll 8omboy
ch .. , $1 SO. Wicker ches. with
collector doll•• $100. Gloss dloploy
tobl•. SSO. Doll house and lurn. S15.
4!7-8352 oft.,. 3:30p.m

INSURANCE

10 : .

~!!:::n~~~a~'":e~~ ~~~:'fu;'; lu';';~s $7500

3338Ao135
'83 Phaenl.

'85

.

sloy

:"X;',.C;;r;:.-: ,;:::

:~.Ba .....'........
i ~f.a.COIl°fler4P··~·549~~~d39 I CaI'h:r~'llng·tr!,r I.

YAMAHA XS 650 1983 ....11ent
4-20.&. . ............. 3385,0.0138
fOIl ~E • 1976 Ch.vy Pickup. . conditio" 10••• mll.1 59SO or best

~~::~I'.':=;"'~-:~i:':~~:

!::o:.. I:~~
~5'0 ~Iole. $7500 obo 942·

;-=

::'s ::,n~or.~f,nd-:ub~~

0163.
4·18-88 .... ' ... . ... 3151,0..135
1965 NEW MOON 10dO I bdrm. W·
rI. 0<. new carpet. coVflffld dKlr. In
Pleoso", Hili MHP. 529-4S05.
4-25·88 ............. 3324A.141
1981 IIEDNIAND 14.70. 2 bdrm. 2
bathl. cen air. "'nyl underpinning.
beoutl',,'-musf see. Privofe. shaded.
rented lot. Qule' 'ocoficn. "57-27S9.
985·2615.
4-25·88
. 3326A.,41

Apartments . .. ..... :1

LUXURY 2 8011M TOWNHOUSES. So

:t~~~;:,~~~~~t~I,~~:.n~::t~~

54'-2255

I

mo 549·S260or549·002J

I 4·20·88

One Stop Housing Guide
Open &Jturdoys ro... Sunday r2·3
Town Homes-Houses-Apartments-Mobile Homes

I
MEADOW RIDGE

Is Surprisingly
AHordable
From

.170 per person
~

'"T

L,

HOUSES

";'~"I>
...
Jij.:a.. . -~i.
~.
~'-:"'~.:.t.,.j!..~Ci
..
.~,biI! ~~r·"·. . iJf.., ~
-'~

.,.,. .'

'!;'

~.~. !:~

-

~

&More IfICICe II-. you11_ use in this 2

.......... home 01 304 N. Utoivenitr. CompleTely
Fumiahecl. St_ Aug. $170.00 per person.

InndI1ew
S&'4
I5edroom

TowntJou5e5
-Con\ienIentIy located
I'Ie>cI:toSJ.U.
on Wall &. Carnpu5

-f>cIra5lnc1ude;
WoII5her/~'I!I'

·AduIts only need apply for this beoullful_
2 ~ dupIu with ottochecI ....... '-at
pump. - - . dryw. 1495 _thIy In beautifvJ
UtolonHIlIs.

I1eatPump

340

360. Mo

Mobile Homes
220 Me

160

549-6598
APARTMENTS
SIU APPROVED
Air Conditioning
SWimming Pool

Furnl~hed

Clow to Campul.

fulirCorp.teG

Chorcoal GrIll",

SU_ERONLY·
ElliOencies & 3 Belrm. Apls.

fALL & SPRING·
Efficiencies Only

THEOUADS
1207 S. Wall C'clale
_57-4123

Furnished
one beckooms.

and .t#it;iencles

.nc.ull'.."
Carpet & Air
laundry Facilities

Water. Trash & Sewer

Clean & Quiet
No Pets
Shown by Appointment
Only

549-6610
Imperial Mecca
Apartments

457-3321

APARTMENTS

Mobile Homes

, . .,laW• •
Quiet21ec1rooms behind Carbondole Clinic: off...
New Carpeting. Lighted Pall<ing. Security and
Economr 01 only $350.00 monthly.

2&31ec1_sot
9'DE. Pall<

..... '_10

perfect for .... protess'-Is. With
extra large bed.-. MpaI'ote kitchens. MpCIrate
dining . - s . you11 have room to expand. Porch
or IaIcony with each apartmen. & extra storage
01 na additional charge.....ind eorbonclale Oink

$395.00 monthly.
HIdoery . . . . . is .......... drive. 0nIv
$265 monthly for ...... lIke _
2 bedrooms.
Only 7 mm..t. ....... Cartooncble. Air conditioned.
carpeted. nice surroundi....
lOlL 1. . . . . . . . pIo. . . . . offersnaturalgas
'-at. brand _ carpel and rack boHom price
fora I ~apl.OnIy$.30_thly.

You·1I Lo.,.:

oGreat New Locations

-Storage . . ikllng
OUghted paritlng

0Sundeck

i~;-:~~
.......
.~-..

,"~

2&3"'--'01
7IH.CoI.....
featuring:
OCabIeTV
<entral Air
ewa.t..-Dryer

-a- to Campua
&Natural Gas Efflclenqr

-Sorry NoPe"

DI5hwa5IIe'

457-3321

320
130

OHlce located at
Meadow Ridge, C-8
Carbondale

-Tbisone bed_ duple. just 7 m l _

from school w1thc.mra1 air. naturalg", '-at
and large yard. $185.

MARRIED-GRAD
PROFESSIONAL
TOWNHOUSES

326080 138

\Noodruff Services
I'

457-3321

lour

Wa'klngdisfonce.549-5520
5.1.88
330880 I 53
2 8EDllOONI APT .. SYCAMORE SI
PortiO' utJI.. II¥Osher-dty.". mel S280
sum. 1350 foil ph. 549·0399
evenIngs
. 340580135
4·15·88
LOW SUMMEII RA TES lor I and 2
bedroom. rorpet. fum -unfum . ail'.
Fall ,.ental 0150.451-6956.

(skirt). MOil mobil. ham.. I", SSO
or S6O. 529·5SOS.
FOPAL'S WAUPAPEII OUTLET "OW
open Bl6 E. Moin n.XI to Hollooy
Inn. $OW' up to BO percent on

waf.,. heat.".. nice pork.
"'ce 'd'chen.
""'Y good cond. $3495 obo. 451·

ONE YEAIIS IIENT II. "

AND

THREE

=~mFO~r;pri~aifr~ ~~:;:::,~r

METAL VARIOUS SIIES ond colors
for underpinn~ng. sld'ng. and _Ie

'0'

I Glfuon-.rl.457-6405.
4-18-88 .............. 3637.... ,36

BEAUTIFUL

451-3321

c.t, Lorte or a.....

4l7.3321

SuMMER SU8LEASE
NEW 2 SDRMS. 516 >0. Poplar 2 or J
people. fum. S300 Summer, S48S
foil. 9 rno, JeGse. S29":~sal. 529
1820
4·26·88
304980142
NEW 3 8DRM 5J2 So Wall. fll,..n.
dose to Rec Summer or ~a". S19~
3581.529·1820
426·88
305080142
APTS .. HOUSES. TRAILERS. close to

H/UCREST TERRACE APTS. 613 S.

sfruct;on. energy eHic;ent, a-c and
heat. opproved off campu~ housing.
529·3989
4-20·88
.
306680138
420 S. GRAHAM ST. Lorge 2 bdrm.
fum, carpet a·c, 2 bl«:i from SIU,
strIp and IlCK. e'r. Creon. new

SIU. furn. Summer or Fall 9 rna

pa'"'

l&Ose. ;19-358J or 529·18~
4·26·88
304.~80142
NICE. NEWER , SORM. furn. close to
Rec. 509 So. Wall 313 E. Fret.'mon.
S 130 Summer. S2,so foil 9 mo. J.ose
r or 2 peopJc. 529·358'
4·26·88 . . . . . . . . . . 305180142
SOUTH POPLAR STREET Apcrtmenhi.
Carbonda/e_ Just across street from

529·3989.
4-20·88 .

..
306980138
SUMMER RENTALS. WE have el.
flciency J. 2, and 3 bc:Jrm apf5. Now
ove,'oi,.!e. Co,; Bonnie Owen. 529·

XJ!A
4 <·88
323180149
{fRY NEAR CAMPUS. luxury fur.
nished eHiclency Graduate tow or
medical sfudenb only. no pets Call

~fa~SS/~ ~=i:~~~~o~':!r~s
Library

Two-bedrooms.

68.. ·4J-45

onll'-

bedroom. rooms and eHiclences
Furnished or unfu,.",shed. Owners
mow lowns. lurn;sh water. pest
control. normal refuse pIckup and
secvnty ilghts. and remove snow
from

CIty

convenIent

5u;elNDlks.

fa

orec.

Quiet

Notional

IOl,lndromor and downtown

Foods.
"ower

rate.$. for Summer Roles very with
Size 01 unIts
Very compet;t;ve

Office 711 S. Popjor SL ,undion W
Mill Sf . and S Pop_or Sf . ..4 ·ectJy
north o~ MorriS library C.... " .".5]·

73520r529·5777
4·27·88

i

LUXURY 2 SEDROOMS

UNfURN or

BEAUTIFUL ONE OR two bdrm op.

::.h~n~:~::~. 'St'~::r~o S$~ I ~~;~:t~':.~;:~i:::~r5;.~~r;:/or
~:~~U. :~'P :a~k~;" C:;.;~n::,:~ I ~E~t'T1FUi FURNISHED AP~3J,!':"J':;

I
I

i

5·11·88.... .
. 3146So153
EGYPTIAN PYRAMID COMPLEXES
now renting lor Summer ond Foil
Best prices in town . ..51·79.. , or 549
2454
421·88
3'4880139
LARGE 2 BORM. QUIET gree. near

Corbondole Clinic Furn,shed or
unfurnished. S360 up. S49·6 r2.5
VERY NtcE I BDRM. f·lrnrshed. no
pets. 1 yr le058. avoll". . ble now.
Close fo SJU S19-sa7a

!

~'·,O:::'oe:;~~~:~"~~3;no· Nice

4 people. Rent Summer or Fa" 529.
1)81
5·9·88.
. 331980151
I 8DRM fUI1N. AC. ""'Y n;,.1
Sublease for Sum,.,.,. only '{ery
dose to cr.lmpu,;. Price negotiable
As':" uOOut opt. No.3. Coli 627"938
or 457·2347
4·25·88
..
.
. 342280141
SU8lEA~E TIL 12·88 I bdrm un"'rn
opt. neor Moll. S251 mo. hall price
Summer mos. CoJl549+3410.
4·25·88
. . .. . . .
332580 141
CARTERVILLE EfFICIENCY APART.
MENTS. furn.. :125 mo. 'f. .3
Crossroad. '·935-.6108.

min.
Irom SIU Comm
Bldg
SpociOU's. modem. bright cpt .. livmg
room, Irg.. private balcony. 2
bdrms. dining room. Fully rarpeted.

relr;9_.

o.m ,5-8p.m.

Malibu Village

for

Now Renting for
Summer and
Fall 1988

MaYandJUne
2bdrm.Hou•••
303 Willow $325
1102 N. Carico $300
S. 51 next to
King's Wok $400

Apartments. Houses, MobUe Houses

~:6:SGETc:iWN

H,"

r~:! S~ ~_::th3~:~:':~

2 BORM BASEMENT APARTMENT
Nice. cleon. clo~e to campus. S240
mo 12 month lease srartlng ;n MaV.

EHlciency Apt.

2 Bdrm. Duplex
Highlander Sub. Div.
S. 51 $325

.Bdrm.Hou..

309 W. College

509 S. Rawlings

227 Lewis Lone $600

Call Frank
5.9.7180

FOR RENT

%:t

519 S. Rawlings

, .... St. Ap... ·2 bedroom.
furnished or unfurn. 608 E.

Park. S17S.00per mo.
............. Apt.·2aa-n.

"C. unfurnished. 1225 West
Fr.....an. $280.00 per month.
" - . t 608 E."'" St.
-48edrooml
$500.00 per month.

.r~
529:2620
231 West Main St_

and
Fall
$450-$500 mo.

B. . . . .
Propert,.
_
_.ment

1. 2. 8. a 4 Bedroom Apartments
Furnished or Unfurnished
Flexible Lease Terms•••
Ask about our S1lDUDer storage!!

r,:;

excepted

;:iZ~at!~5N:,~:;:on~'4~

WolnufSq. 1.20nd3bdrm fum. and
unlurn. L.easing now for FaIt OHica
hl"5 M-F 8;30·5. Sot. 10-4. Sun 1·5.

r;n9)
"~188B..
-. - - - - - 31988b 3~
3 801CM 2 8A~. WOOD brJmer,
garage. w-d hook up. on three

!~:~ I. .. .
334980140
1 AND 2 SORM APTS. Cleon. qui.'.
dose fo campus. Summer or Fall.
681.1938.
5-9·88
.. .
33.f88aJSI

1~~r: ~;;j.~ mo. Moly

15. 549·

4-1588 ............
3132Sb135
I GRU.'!'
LOCATION 8EH/ND flee
Center, .100 E Hest..... 4 c"d,·m. un·
furn, $500 Summer, ·$580. 306 f
Hester. 3 bdrm. unfum. S375-S4J.5.
319 E Freemon. 3 bdrm. furn. $375-

I' ...::. .:. . :.~~.:.np.il F~::~f:~~~:S::::~:~

I NICE 2.3.4 and 5 belrm houses. I on

'.. ....

Mill 5,. Coli Clyde Swonson at 529-

~:.8s.
2308Bb142
TOP CDALE LOCATIONS for Foil.
2.3.4. and 5 bdrm (um;.hlJd house..
no pets, coli 684.... 1..5.
.....19-88 . . . . . . . . . . . 2386BbJ45

4·29-88.........

. . 2385Sb145

I 15-529.1324.
, 4-21-l18 .............. 2554SbI39
FOUII BLOCKS TO campus. 3 bdnn.
_II k~. fum •• 1Ied '-<&. No"....
549~26. 6&4-5917.
4-25-88 .•.........•.. 240881>141
3 8EDfIOOM HOUSE. AVA/lAstE
now. CIo... to SIU• .5041 5 WashIngton
SI. $330 per month. South Woods
1I.",01s.529-1539.
S·9-B8 ............... 2965Sb151
4 IIDIIM MILE AND a quarter ..... on
Pvrl< from Wall. $150 mo. all uti/.

:::.~.529.3513.3"..",Ie_1

=.

4-26-88 ....•......... 30398b142

!C~:~

~~:=:

, Foil. $300 mo. Summer. Call 4S7.

!ffl~~p:~_ ......

29908b143
, THfIEE HOUSES. FU/lNISH£D. four

: bed""""". no ...... 1 _ req<lired.

Now Open Saturdays
1Oam-2pm

I 457·7427. C......a ...mpus .
• 4·28-88.......
. .. 316S8b144

4 8EDROOM. 2 BATH. 8/G rooms.
fronf porch. 304 E College. Available
Aug. J. $500. 1-985-2561
b

;·~C::M 'HOUSE' -C'Oj.:l.E

3;i:g :;!

mo. ded<. ae. 529·«44.
4·20·88

321481>138

2 8DRM HOUSE
stoyeondrefrlg. nicene.ghborhood

MURPHYS80RO

;;:/!sl~ ~':'~tsS~ C:;;~;e~eG~;~

4289
4·20·88
32188bl38
lARGE 4 8DRM HOUSE. dose '0 Rae
Center. fum .. newly remocioled. no
pelS. ovollobl. Summ... on/r. 549

<-, _HOUSH
_ IorIolI_1
I.

,%

n,,'-s Emf on Partt fram Wall
4Bdrm.2girts ..... 2more . . . .
AiI'JtlIlt... ~.oomo.

2. 'v• .............

""n"...... W.1I

.. Bdnn, 1 ne.ch 3 moq
WoaherlOrpr.AlIUtUitiettnc.

SI40a mo.
.. 913W._.' .... 'Posh)

.....,.. a.-.. Fi.......

Waoho<lD.-,.... _ _

=-~~-..
7. IlI2E.W............

'''''--'--

~IUtIlitlooInc .• l35 ....
,.I%.mU.Eo5tonPoril;fromWal!
21drm, All UHlitiellnc;luded

$2SOomo.

529-3513

*************************

it Now Renllng For Fall And Su....er iC
it
Office at 703 s. III. Ave., Carbondale
it
-tc ONI~
511S.Bev_ridge2
iC
2

-Swlmmlnl Pool
-Tennl. Court.
-Naut\lu. Room

-tc =~:~er!! 2
," 602N.Corico
!.. ::.~I:-:,:, 1

-Billiard Table

it ~:!~::::.~!. 3

- BII Screen TV

hr. Laundromat

iC 410~ IF.H..ter

Clean Student Bousing
Every apartment Is thoroughly
cleaned by our cleaning staff,
they are squeaky dean and ready

for ~ to move nto. Apartments
even your mother
would be proud of.

~

_t)

I i(

609N.A11yn

'..

1WO..-ooM

..

514S.a-ridge

i" =!. . . . II'.

::::~:::::"'~_t)

I'..

602N.Carico

t..
iC
I ..

:::=:~. 4

.M
~

i;

I..
I"

Royal Rentals Ii iC
501 E. College .iC
•
..

503 N. Allyn
609N.AIIyn

=::5~::
"'"Ii.~

507'1i S.tfcryaa
1l1li" (II.....
406'1i E.....ter
401~ i .....ter
410E .....ter

!::~

3

::;.-:::~": 3 .3.4. 5 ~
=~.:~:~nut-iC

(_t.

-

507W.Main 2

iC

I"

457-4422

414 W.

I::-'~
=~~Iyn

;..

Royal Rentals

~~~:~
::~~~ 3

~~ 22

i

Carbondale. IL
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316781>153

i ~:~~"'::'':''~:,':.::''11. ~::.~ ..74_27_ _ _ _ _ _ _.,

Available

APARTMENTS

-:a.

NICE OLDER 3 SORM. "'m. 8ig yard,
quief oreo. unturn. 9 I S W
Sycomore . .1420 mo , yr_ controct
beg Aug. IS. No pets. 4~7-7645.
5·1)·88.
. .. _ _
312SSb'53
UN8El1:VASLE SUMMER SUSlEASE
8rond new 2 bdrrn. on compu~ drive
Dlshwash&r.
washer·dryer.
microwave. CO AvoHable J&J(lff I.
451·8'94, !J49·3973.
4·29-81 . . . .. ...... . 31228bl4S
SMAU GEODESIC DOME near 'oke,
woods, moll. 2 bdrm. $240 mo. -4.572978 evenings
5·2·88. . . . . ..
.. - - - 30918bl-46
NEAR THE REe-CENTER. new 2 bdrm
lownhomeoneandohoHbo'hs.oH
sfree' porldng. centrol air, 5-49·3973
or 457-B 194.
5·1·88
. . . . . . . . 3J238bl45
SEE THE ROC·CENTER from yo"r Ironl
doorl Brand new huge 3 bdrm
townhome. dishwasher, microwove,
wosher-dryer. privore fenced potio
Signing l.os.s now for Aug. r occvponcy. Sorry no pets. 457-8J94.
549·3973.
5-2-88. . . . . .
31208b'4.5
MURPHYSBORO, r 8DRM. QUIET.

lease required. Close '0 campus. no
, ".....5300·5500.529·2533.

LEWIS PARK

It....10 , _ Apta.-AII utiliti

5·) 1-88 . - . - .. . ..... 350980'53
2 80RM FURN_ APT for sublease,
no. 3. 80S W. Main stortingAo\ay r5th
S.295 mo. waf.r and fr. ind .. O·C.
529-4016.
I
8DRM.
FURNISHED.
MUR·
PHYSSORO. all ufil;ties paId. lease
onddeposU. Coli 684-lJ775
4·15·88.. . . . . . . . . . .. 315080135
SPACIOUS FURN. 2 &DRIll with
dw. utn. Induded Close to campus.
May·May 'ease. 549·5596. 549·0088
..... '5-88 . . . . . . . . . . . . 329180IJ5
SPACIOUS FURN. OR unfurn. e".,.gy
eH. I or 2 bdrm. all elect. quie'
orea.457-5'76.
S-11-88 . . . . . ..... 324'80'53
COALE 2 BDRM APT. in 0 quiet area
H;ghl~ energ~ .Hie-iwnf. fully cor·
petecJ ond curtains fu,"_ $300 mo.
529· 1439 or 549·6154.
.... 22-88
__ . . . . . . 329580'40
8EST VALUE. UTlL- incl .. eH. 1.2
bdrm. S 120·S2"0. Fall or Sum. 910 W
Sycamore. 45]-6193 eves.
5.11·81 _ _
...... 329880153
SUMMER SUBlEASE AT 207 W Oak
Apt I, , bdrm opt. Call 457-8760 fot"
dete"s After 12 pm Best oH&r

SEVERAL AVAIL. SEG. Aug. 16. Yeor

Summer

furnished. 616 S. Washington.
$19S.00".mo.

!o o;;n~

:~!~.s. f~::'~ ;~I:;'D!;;.

2 Bedroom ,~C:4-68t:iRi",:,ooSE. ~:5::;~ :'!:;:88...... 315381>135
Townhouses : ~:t=~!~!.:'~i.M·:;'''.:'~O::::: t.~~0~~.S~U:~~;r~~~s7

For more Information ca1l5Z9·101Z

Carbondale

ciency. On Warr... Road.
$150.00

313680137

all

!A9·4808.
5·11·88

CdaleRomoda Inn. eall684-4145.

pm
4·19·88

OR "nlurn.

SPACIOUS FURN.

brick. 3, 4, or 5 lxIrms. ~gy ttf.
I "cient. qul.foree. 457·5176.
SUMMER AND OR Foil. Close '0

APT FiJi;"·.: ~~: ~1~::':"SI,~~

~;~~iJ~;e";;,~~.;:9";:~-=; :~~~~:~~~~,;-;'i_':!o1

-One block
from campus
-Washer I Dryer
·Microwave
-2 full bathroom
-Dishwasher

SUMMER RAYES

a..-.. "P'.-Lorge .HI-

Co"

students prelerrecl.
549·
4.19.88
. .... ..
310880137
SPACIOUS FURN 3 SDI!M. 809 A
NOrt'l Spr-inger. oc. gas opp/ionces
and 'ur~~ce
nice quiet neigh.

HEW TOWnHOUSE
APARTMEHTS

I

avo;I. Mayor Aug. 457·7782 or 549·
4265

APA~:~~~5 I ~i!,t:RYCiu8· ciliclE ~~~~!!~

t ~~;__:~87
3/9580146
, CARSONDAlE lARGE EffICIENCY
\ Fum opts. N~r campus, both. full
kifchen. oc, quiet setting, tree
parking L.;ncoln Village Apts .. S . .51
and P'eo~ont
Rood next dour to
Salu'u l.oundromot Summer SI65

"""""""""M"'''''''''''~P''''''''''''''''M''==.~F===W=::W

401 W. Monroe $260

;.~~

4803

South-Dole Apts.
S. 51 $4:15

549·3914 01•.,..4 p.m.

r;;n.

; L.OVElV newer fum or unfurn
. RentIng foil. Summer for 2.3.4
people. O;splay open IO-~;JO doily

529·4]01

2 bcInn. Apartment

:~"':;,;':i~:SS'fr=%;:'~~s~ C:~

0'

dispos·oll.

air,
S'oye.
priyote
parking. 'ow cos, Egyptian Coop
util. Murda/e :.crn;ty. fum or
unfurn Ayad obout Mo~ J! for
Summet"
(Foil
pouib",~v),
Profeulonals.
laculty,
grad
students prefe-rred
NE'gotioble
5395. 618·529·5811 betwveen 9.12

2346801.13

Avallala ••

335280135
SUMMER SU8lEASER. 3 SDRM apr
O-C. Close to campus. 6IJ15·2-88 .
330580 146
WEST Mill STIIEET Apartmen...
Corbondale. Just ocross street from
compus,.n one thousond blode Wes'
Mill sc a bff ncN'thwe5f of Mort"is
Library. Two-bedroom furnished Of"
urtfurn;shed. Similor to townhouse.
bedroom. and bg.h up no 0""
oboye or below '0 distut"b.
Bedrooms hen'. windows on two
Sides. ellfceUent ve-nfi'a'ion. Owners
mow lowns. provide n~a' r.'use
pIckup and SeC"Ut"ily lights ond
remove snow from dry sidewalks
Quief orea, convenient 1o Naf.'onal
Foods. ~undromo'. and down,own.
Summer S260 month and foil and
Spring $360 month Office 7J J S.
Pop1orSf.,;uncfjonW MillSt.ondS
Poplar St., dired'y nor1n
Morris
lihrory_ Coll4S7 7352 or 529·5771
4-27·88
23.. 780143
I 8DRM APT AVAIL May 15 . Aug
J5wl.hoptionforF41Il. S265 mo. plus
uti' Unfum. das~ k: campus, quiet.
hardwood floors. blin~" 549-8060.
4· 15-68 . . .. . .
. .....~:'480'35
LOVELY r 8R APT. QUUtt. serious
pers"n. on/r Newly recJ.cara'fH1.
Oak floors. low ufi'-. dO$&'o school
Til Aug. 15 w-opf,on to renew 45]-

ENJOY QUIET LIVING. 9r--ry. 6

509 S POPlA.R NO.4. new 2 bdrm. I
ond one holt bath, oir. d'Sn'NOlher.

4.15.88

5:~S.""'"

:::.=~:.
402W:CoIIage •

:::=:
3D1er.MewLn.
3D3er.MewLn.
3115 er.Mew Ln.

:::t::
==
4116E.~..

401% .E.......
2lJlHoapita1 2
611 "-'icoII
6105. Lop>
614S.1.ogcIn

=::~_.).
407W.CoIIege 1.2.3

703S.lIIinoia 202. 203

SIIS.Bevericlge~

129.1 •• 2

~:.CoIIege

2. 3. 4.

529·1012

...

-iC

609N.AIIyn

:::~Iege

1. 2. 3

503W.CoIIege 1.2.3

:::::=

:::= 2
III1W ( .. ..

===~:

==Or.

..

..
...

...
~

2

4ODW.Oak 1(-').
514N.0aId0nd
5195_ ......... I.
209W.ct.ry
311W.ct.ry 1
30U.CoIIage98S-2567

316Lyndci

=~

::!:.-==

iC
iC
iC

~

3115 er.Mew Ln.
...........
4025.......

::::v=..

507'10 W.Moin(bod<)

=;~~Ibod<)

309W.CoIIege 1.2.3

=Co~'"

305C...M_L.,.

~
...
..
..

..

..

iC
•

f'

529.1 ••2 .
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2 8lOCKS RlOM CAMPUS. n.... ' 2 1,v,lES FOR 2 8DR.... dupl.. Air,

~p,~

-~

I

m~'t \!.~
-:Jft yw..;'\:
, glue 'PA 0. SC)Oo.

~~8~:tO.

HOUSEMATENEEr,EDFORSummer.
nice In town nelghbornood. S12S.

905 E. Pork, ned fo the Wash House

~:~nt,,";'~~:t~":~r~~~j~~·Sat.

..

~-I~:

\o.ter!

SQQfItf 0('

:;r~1' t~:;'~~~:::::' ~~. r:~

pr.mls •• !,Porlcvl.w .... obil.. Hom••.

campus,

:~~;~on.

I
'-

.,.

-:.-.

~

.-

SUMMER 5UBlET·2 BDRM home w'
fronf porch. f,om. (inel. p'gno ond
wos.n.r-dryer J. quier !'IntO not lor
from compus. S300 me :--Ius util
Mor IS to Aug. 15.453-5321.239

3 80RA< BATH. WASHEII-dry.r.
garage. deck. fireplace- Newvr
nomlt on HE side. available immediately. S51.s. Il.fe-rences. 549·
19010
4·22-88. . '."
. , ' 32308bl0l0
2 AND 3 8DIIM HOUSES Qui.' oreG
Fum.. or IJnfurn. Mowing and
mClin'enonce dan •. Storts Summ.r.
529- r 218. 5.9-3930.
.-I8.aS ... ,. ,.
33158br36
FURN.. ClEAN. :; BCIIM house.
CorpetJ:19. Irg rooms. nltW ,.'rig,.
Irg. yard. UQS Summer. $4.35 foil.
529-12IS.549·3930
4.18·88 ., "',., .. , .. 33148bl36
HOUSES 3 .• , and 5 8DRM. 5 block.
from campus. no pets. (um ..
Spring. 457-5923

Summer. fall and

O/od66{-3785.
4-20-88 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3J.478bI38
VERY NICl 3 8DRM lOS and a noh E

Freemon St_ Avo.'- SLlmmer-Fo,I·
Wint.r. I bdrrn cotfoge 407
Washlngfon St. bock, oWlH. now.
SI6Omo.684-39/7
.-20-88 ........ _ ..... 3309SbI38
THIS 'S IHE house you've been

woltlng for _ Appro_ _ 3 miles from
ctlmpus. NIce .. to .s bdrm. 2 both
home on wooded oaeoge. deck and
corport.
for 4
6 students.
eo, needed_ Avail. Aug_ ionn'.
Propetiy ....ngm•. 529·2054.
.. 21-88 .... '" . . . . . _ 33568bl39
HOUSE FOR RENT .Iorting May, NI . .
3 bdrm. qu~t location. $340 month.
pn.549-4167.
"'8-58 ........... , . , 33231bl36
SUBlEASEII FOR SUMMEIl. Nice.
furn. 3 bdrm. r and one hoI' boths.
big yard. oc. garage. CoIl5J9·.5oo
4-21·88 .. ........ . :;340Bb r39
SMAU ONE BDRM. on Giant Clfv
Blocf<.op. Call 457-8155 0.1e lor Phil
Smlfh. AIt.,. 7p.m, 457-8455
32$4111-i i8 ,. .
3384Bb 138
3, 4. 5 IEDROOM 9 or r2 monltt
lease. VariOUs. Iocolfons. Close to
campus. Paul Bryon' lIlentols. 451.

Owen

Perlrtd

fa

5664,

• 801M HOUSE FOIl r.m. SrO! mo.
per person for Summer. SI25 101' Foil
and Spring.
person depao/t
C'OM campus and Ree. Co" Steve.
.57-79.9.
4-r9-88 . , , , .
3110Bbl37
NICE 2 BDR.... FUU Y corpetttd. insu'ated. 905 heat. close to moU. Ig.
yard. good nooignburnood. Coli 988·
8565 evenings for app'
"19-88 . . . . .. .. . . 3426Bb I 37
lARGE FURN 3 SOR..... I blk Irom
compus and strip. bsmf 2 baths. $J20
mo. Summer 529~ 1692
.·21·88 . ,. , .. . .. ,. 3328Bb139
2 BORA< PRIVACY PATIO 9"r09".
ere. dose to schools· slores. dishwash.,.. No pets. 081-269f after 5
.-22-88 .. . ..
.
343ISblolO
VERY NICE 5-6 bdr", hou••. 2 blk.
from campus. furn. 2 full bo,hs,
fireplace. ,entrol air. corport.
fenced 'n patio. ~ishwosher.
d;5poso/.
microwave.
ma'ure
females preffHTed. A"oilable ACIfl

'0

3 BORA<. LIVING. DINING. ki'c/oen.
unfur". carpeted. no pets. no
grads or family. ht. 1051
and dep. S450·m:). 457-5358 oft.,r 5
4·22-88 , , .. , .. . ..... 34188brolO
ENJOY SPACIOUS COUNTRY seHlng.
I or 2 bedroom hO(ls"s ond
duplelCes. pets oka". 457-0956
. . . . . . , .. 3644BbI54
6-14-88
HOUSE FOR 3. DESIRABlE. furn. S.
James. 5'40 per person. Summer

"00

woterbed.

~1s~FoIl457-2003

C.

FOSTEII

/fOMfS

Str...t. no pe", 529-5S05.

botns. Ig, deck. corpart. quiet
shaded lof. gas and oppl . central
oir. 529-1324 .~crkview Mobile

~~~

4-1 .... •..........•.

A_C_. furn. coble. ph_ 529·3052 oft_ 5
pm

Summer.

2542B<139
I 4-21·88
TWO EXTRA
bdrms.
full
Parle. ot57furnrsh_td.
air,
perlecf Il)r two sI091es. no pets. 549·
36328c136 I 0491
.. ,
... 24458c1.,
4-25·88

*

OBILE
OMES

t;'p-: .NKE .SINGLES

or2~~~

t.s;~~c;:;.

:;ti'i.:r::';~·~~::~o::,;:,~-;:

• Nim Quiet. 0-. 5etting
....... Campus

833.5475.
4-26·88 . . . . .. .

Sony No f'eta AIxepted

':a~Wl:;:;~N!m~Rro~,;";:ry:;~

for ..... infarmatiGnoreo...

itt

Mobil_

Home

bedroom loam...

Glisson Mob,l.

~oplor

:;:

7 tim.. doUy

:~'di~~~"t':,~

QIf'n1

.... 111 St. ond S. Poplar St_. dlrk/lr
nortf> of ..........1. Ubrory Caff .s7-

,,::0:'~1:

,'. '.

Fros,·1,...

r------------------------------------l
I
I

I
I

II Dally Egyptian Classified Mall-In Order Form II I
Print your dosslfled ad in the spoce provided. Mail along with your check to the
Daily Egyptian Classified Dept_. Communication, Building_ SlU. Carbondale. It 62901

IlElll1 ~l~l~ffillTImm illm
Cost
Per

Ad

10Davs

3 Davs

1\.40
15.20
19.00
22.80

4_77
6.36

IStart Date________
I(Requiredforofficeu.. only)

7.9~

17.22

9.'4

IDav

\.92 --,
2.56
3.20
3.84

Slat.

City

0 VISA

urd:

CJ MllisterC.rd

Zip Code

..
•Phone

P~. . \1W'·. us. ,0",' cr.sl' card •• plfataQII Oa'_ loCI ~'I can proc._~ you' (Ito.,

l_LL~_=TTT!T~r-1 ~l..~

C,od,'''''••••" ...."d.'. _ _-L-_

I Signature _______________

It Get Results With The D.E. Classlfledl

I
I______ -------------------------------~

Utli.

II'";;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;.-iii;l
HI ji> Ii W,W I
I

f

5 8DII.... HOUSE I r82 E Walnut 3 ·
.
people need ,we more. Sr70mo. all IMMEDIATE OPENINGS FOR lemol.
..tllit/.. indudttd. 529-3513.
I GoGo don .... SIO per nour 529·
FEMALE ROOMMATE. NON SMOKEII 9336
nHdttd lor Summfl' and foil Rent CHURCH ORGANIST .... UST be
Sl50mo includes utilities cobl•. alr_ perienrfKl. Confgct Fa'her We.. 993·
coil 529-3963.
319. salorottd poslllon. Needttd 6-1·
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED lor
88.
Summer and Fall in nice opt. Close STUDENT WORKER POSITIONS for
to campus. CoJllCoylo 457·6792
Sttmflt~r. rect'eOtion for 'ifHKloJ
.·20-88 .
32208e138 populations. Stud...t wltn good
NEEDeD FOI SUMMER. 2 svblecrletS
:v~~IO':,~kll:;,:::;::.dIllI:,,:;
Maodow.k:l~TownhousesSI2Sp., ,tudents Of" children In .... fami'Y
".,.on, Coilimonttdtolely. 549-1.9...
progrom ......u.t be .liglbl. lor
..·,5.."
.. .!2H8eJ35 stu""
work.
and
2 ROOMMATES NEEDED FOR res ...... c:Ieodli_ I. 4:30 p.m. April
Summ .... lNJoks.d. Monot' SISO all IS. AppUcotJons GII'O,'able from
u/11.Alrond",OIe549-4739aft• ..s,
linda Woodard Student Il.a.alion
.. r 9-88 .
32908.,37 Centfl'.
• -15-88 . .. , .....
. 3SOlel35
NON-SMOKEllIlOOMMATE wonted.
GRADUATE ASSISTANTSHIP FOI1
Greol p'ace. own bathroom. avoll.
FoIl5em&st.... recreation lor spe.;'ol
May 15. $19Omo. 529-4027.
POPUlatjgn5. R.sponslbllitlfl Include
4·IS-II
31558e1l5 '."eo"on
programming
for
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDeO lor d/.abled collttge .tud.n... SIoH
S"mmsupervision
orggn~za"onal
_ . . .emel''''. Sl25 mo. plus .klll,.
Night Flood
and _~oond
work

App/lcotJon

~W;~~~o~-o~1,!'::d.~

~~~~J'r29~ some prl...,.
4·20-88 .. .... . ,.,. 32158c138
lEST VALUE. HANSEMAN St. foil or
Sum ........ leo •• 2 bdrm S I 75 .•516193 leaYe me$S_ or coli eves.
5-11-88 '
. , J2998c153

V-I
_. •

':-~J~f~':s.S' CaU RoseAnna'~=31 z;~;r~. 1:"~~ ~~::tj~~

34258cllB

2 fEMALES FOR lARGE 3 bdrm

canlacl .......IMo .... 5J6.5531 Student

J!~.:~:~:~E~T,f..~'':;

:;~'1I4~8':U~;~;.,~.mS~~
.Iorts .... ..,.. 529.r2IS. 549.3930
4-/8-88......
". 33168e136

~~tionC.~ter

.,....

taAug.15 ..... ,k.453-5421.
. . . . , .. 34198c:r~
4-22·88 . . .

j

POSITION

SIX BUNDRED FREEJIAlV
Now renting for Fall Acad. Yr.
Free cable T. V. in every room

1 Block from campus
All utilities paid
Sophomore approved.
800 FREEMAN
548-6l1e1.

.....

AVAllASlE

3SO.cr35
FOil a

;::,::,c;:~'::~":"":-~'~~~!-;
Mild...,.

, PI...... eh,,,.e to my credit

PETS ok.

211 W Wolnul4S7-sqjj or 457·59.3,
4·28-88 .
.. 3435BII44

Fo"

anchored. close 10 comptlS on Poric
Street, No pets 529·5505.
5-lr-88 " " " ' . " . _ .. 31838c153

.-20-88

I Name

I

C!)ALE 3 8DR.....

.XLcpt .Iee. 5390 Summ.,. S450 Foil

.x-

:!.~~ ~';,~~4~~ doN to campuli. No

No. C?f.Da~s To Run _ _ _ __
ClaSSification _____

IAddress - - - - - - - - - - - I

2335.

!:i'cl.a"n~.Fo~:;jn.:r::;

CAlt80NOALE. 2 BORM FUilN.

Ap.

4·21-88 . . . . . . . . . " .. 3376BII39

m."'.

:~7!t'?':'. =;';!'ed;:,.tr~~;:

cobles. underskirted ar un
derplnned. and good InsulO'tion
increcne prlvoty. Owners mo~
lawns. pro,,'de normal r.fuse
pjck..,p. sec..,r;ty lights and .-..noval
of .now from city .idewalk.
Summ... S 170 montll. Fall and Spring
S2.M montn. OHlc. 71 I S. Poplar ..
;undfon W. Mil: Sf .. and S. Poplar.
diNKfIy north 01 ....orTI. library. Coli
.s7· 7352 or 529-5771.
FOSTER RENTALS RENTING far

315/B1I35

. BEDROoM

Pl./ANCES. air. dean Jro~. 2 mil...
soulh 51. No ,..... $300 549-0320

Roommates

3 FEMAlE ROOMMA TES NEEDED lor
Summer in nice furnlst..d aportNeed subleasers soon. 529·

:,~r,::~:'. ~~:sh:dt:;' fla~~

I
I
I
I
I

.-15.88: .

CARBONoAii . 'i

7J52 or 529-5777.

;,=:,a:Je

profrtdlon.

,....

Poplar

:~:~ ~~~,:O~~::::. L-_~_~-'-'--'-~---.

PH: 549·3000

I

!:t::'SE_~~w:::f"d~

GIWO.

:u':.=:~ o!:t :::::=:n.
:.'~~~ ~~~~~~~9~~;B"3S
':z'; :,;7"=f~~~:,.ot:""'7::tI:;:~
!.:h:~~~~~·pe~~o:::;:
S.
51_. jundlon W.
549-1'52

shade t ...... nord .urlaced porklng.
cable avo/labl.. In city limits.
police- and fke

,)29·

4·20-8J _ ...... _ .. _ ..• 3061.,138

= .

from city . _ / k s . Qulel

Ioundromots. other Murdol. Hr·
...,... and SIU oirpari. No n/llnways
OI'roliroods toobstrvcf. Eoch 121. .,
• 52 I. .t. two _ . about tn..
sam. size. bath hi between for
~1'lfOCY. Each hGs own wolle·'n. off

Free Bus to SIU

~:. S.W_ CdO" S340 mo

=::'r;~,.~1 .':!.,5e'::i

~:::.'::::,:ltl:~"::::""s;:,;'.

Carbondale Mobile Homes

~9._659B ";:;~~';J6

djr~ctlv !!~pec;,R~.~. :~ ~~i!~equ;!L ~r.;

Ownen:P'O.,Id.lnrenlsolluflllt~s.

compus

=rls«Y~~!:

'3.

:,if~E::;~t~o~~~~~ ~~~E!~l~~~~p~~~E';e~ ~~~~t

i.t.;'';:'<=~~'':.do:~:,:..;inc::.~

w.!i' .kJ.

J

2 8DRM
UN
fURNISHED. very nice. 0(. 2 m;les

TOWNHOUSE

Hundred block ,S
SI .
\
north of Morr', llbrory For Single \' Cdole, $3.4~. mo .5,29
.. 3989
women SIU stud.ents only. fo~r
4-20-88
. 31)b8Sf 138

~~~e~:w,;,:;::,:~Jer~:r:~~:ICe;::~
10

Eva 453.3273

"25-88 .. , . . . .
. 3511800141
2 PEOPLE NEEDED fOR nic. SpaciOUS
nouse durin9 Summ.,
Nit:e
nftlgnborttoed. lorge yard·cleon
Coli Tom. 549-2S77or8i11. 457-7645
.-25-88
33678e141
ROOMMATE WANTED, MALE or
femo'e-. nice 2 bdrm hoCols.. lur.
n;shad. walklrtg Clstance from SIU.
avail. Summer-Fall. coli Dean .57.
5591.
14.2s.8B . . . , . . . 36_144

~;:::nc:::;,. C;::~fJs. JUi~r ~:~~ ~~~:n~~~9. 16,~ ..S~~l~~ll<40

0-1 Morris
llbrory.
about
one-haff
m"rly
Old 13
Wesl. A
b,t northwest

.,.nlenl

COU""", home .. odrm" 2 born.
tr';,CTO.. w·d. sundeck. satte'- Iv
Must _~ 8 ml So_ 01 SIU S' '0 mo
shore util phon,.. ~49·.s096.~
4·21-88
34 128e 1.9
SUMNIER SU8lEA5EII NEEDED lor
one bedroom oporrment wwoterbed. S230 mo, ond ,1ft/' CoIl

Kirchen and bofh deanaod'. 457·S080 \;; BDRM, CLOSE TO campus and
$OUTH POPLAR STREET Rooms and
moll. No pots. Yeor lease reqUired

25338c162
MURDAlE HOMES. CAR80NDAlE.
Wesl side campus. iuncti;)n Tower
Rd and W. Murphysboro Rd .. for·

i

S·11-88...
3-4138",,153
,. LUXURIOUS MODERN

3 NEED

~!,;tilc~~~' ~':;:h~f~'n~"d~;~ t :,,s~.~;WRf-

Home Pork· Close to rampul. Rf 51

I ~;t~49~4713

AI........ _ . . . . . . .

:~~;5~!sSf~er peNon. cal/ 5.9·7560
4-22-88
34068.140
.... ALE 1I00....MA TE. S I SO incl
v.lii'ies until August. 529-5454 e",t
~~:7.~~' N. S~'nge~ ~pt n;';,8e 143
EASY·GOING ROOMMATE TO .nare
nice ho,",se. in town. with grod
s'uden'. May 15tn. SI35 monfh. holt
util.529-J062

FURNISHED
PRIVATE
ROO.... S
Summer ~"d Fall. dose fa ~mpus.

I

Warren Rd.

Poplar $150mo ColIl/.529-2810
4-27-88.".,
"i396liel.3
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED for
FeU semester. 1986 14x10 froller 2
mi from complII 3 bod,.-"...s. 2 fulf

'"'I

~o=;~6i/~~~tro;:nt~eC:'lj~~

Mon-Fri 9-5

33298e137

I

: ,!~;;~:~r;:,;=:~:::;r 2!'::7j

University Heights
Mobile Home Est.

4-19-88,

J FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
Summer. very nice. lurn opt on S

I

for

:'= : : 't~II~n..~n:.:.';:,~::

Ph. 457·5266

mod'llne.

ROOMS IN HOUSE.

3OO58c142
renfals.

answering

~:;~fo~~~~ur:~~o~:~~d.:t~~~~~

5508

low ra'es. Clean '~s.
~!~P.~OS~ !~~~:-':'~':i,~r.:~
5-11-88 ,., .,
. 3310Sd153
wo.ner and dryflr pnon.549.1157
$90 mo. In
e~
Summlil". SI50 mo. In Fall and 14'22-88 .
. . . . ,. l3]18e140
Spr.ng. Utilities included. Close'o
MAlE SlJ,_I..EASER NEEDED. Summer
ccmF'u:!!; and Itac. Col' St.ve. •S7holt mi. from compus_ 1001 W
7949.
..
WoJn~.'. ,CI$On. qUiet.and low uti'
4-19-88 '"
.
. 3111Sdl37
687-19J8
FURN. I AND HALF blocks from
~"~'-------~1
campus. ut,1 Incl. 45J-5128 days.
D I
~~~~~:s 5.9·5596.
34288d153 .
Up exes

occuponci,..lo<otttd I mil. /rom SIUC r«entlr roomed.lttd. furni.nttd. o;r

" - ' - - * - t Fadll_
• Natural Gal

INDOOR POOL
Hwy 51 North
Rates Starting
at
$145 Per Mo.

LRG. CLEAN TWIN bed5. micro and
Nlfr;g. Summef only. t:fiI. paid. ere.
529·2961 holf block from camp""s
.·18·88 ,.
. . ..
. 3288Sdl36
SUMMER ROOMS WITHIN walking

montn.SoutnWood,Pork52"-1539

m"~~~!!~~~!~IIIIIIIIIIII!II~'II~IIIII1!I~IIIIIII~lli\U~~UIlIIll~~I!III~1II1111~~II~IIIIII1,III~~

W

very nIce. !j29-S8SB or "S7~
..... ,.
338J8c142
SU8lEASER K'R SUMNIER. Female
preferred. SIOO and one-halt u"'.
COU P~rkvlew Mobil.. Homes (no.
30) or l1$0549-125 I
-4-19-88
333 18c 137
2 B<DROOM 9 or 12 montn ;""..
vorjous locations, Close to campu5.
PouI8ryontRe ntols.457·5664
~~~WOoo HIUS NEW 3iS::;'7
MaV 111'058. fum. gord£n tub. m,ero.
.tOl'09" shed $.400. Otn... lor Aug
l&a.s.e S34O-S38O Also 3 bdrrn Opl.
~~E~~~:' Call 549·5596 or
5-11·88 . . . .
3.278cIS3
SUMMER ONl Y . 14" wjdH Fond R
bedroom. centrol a·c. fUrr1lsned.
qc.riet pork, b:ceptlonal rotH. 5-49·
S08] If no answer. please leave
messoge. no pets
5-3-18
3113Bd47
'2 WIDE 2 aDRM FREE WOlM end
trash pickup. 68-a·6012 or 687-2116
neor Cttautcuquo lake
"18-88 .. , , ,
34328c136
SUMNER RENTAL 1986 , •• 70
Iroil.r. 2 mJ_ from campus. 3 bdrms_
2 full baths. $'50 per person. Call
549-75600r 1-3S7-S182
.-12·88
34078c10l0

Rooms

r.::!ng-a:~;,~r:I. ~~Oo~~;oor ~~~

&.tsw Sovi"lll. Underpinned

cabl..

,n'

;.258~ROOM TRA'lER/~~I~~~

1.2 .......... ~
NIceIr Fumiahed. CorpetecI

(Just off E. Pork St.)

extra

4-26·'18

2 BEDROOM 12' and ro·. O·C. fu,,, .. 2
~9!~;':.:; Sl75. S220mo. Qul.t

Now Available
c.w.-.. ......... w

'0

LARGE
two
carpeted. cen.

bofh_

HOUSING

d;;,~tocompus

·j••48c136

NICE , AND 2 8EDROOM nom ••

ovol' (.ow ar for Summ.,. Quie'
country- loco' ion. 5 m;l'I. to camptis

s...nn- ""'" l'all. Ol' foil and Sprtng.

Adr for Wallace. 6" E.
NOS.

Snowing rtos .....

'::'''s~,.I.ovem .... m~~~'8e139

~~~'s.! ~?o;.~~o~II:':~E:h;:~n'::,';".~~5

corpet.

==:f

"30·88
22.38c"~
BRAND NEW 1987 ENERGY .Hich",
mobil.~homes. 19 bdrms_ 2 full

. 3437Sb135

FOil

lor

RENTING

flJrnlshed. cor.
Pftfed and cleon. Underpinned and
anchored. close to complJs. on Pork

Mo~lle Ho",. .

MOIllE

SI9O.0.

5·/T-88 .. , , . . .. " " . 3399SbI53
NICE SPAC 3 IORM houle Fum .•
and Not;onol. Avail
for rent. • ubl. Mor IS. S4SCo 529·
.s09,
"22-88 . .. . . ..... JoI088b 1010
lARGE SPACIOUS HOUSE ••porole
rooms_ Part;ally furnished. Common
oreo. 2 baIns, w-d. Ren' S,9() util.
and coble Incl. 5049·1441 a.k lor Jim
Of' 529·5347 a.k for Kelly
-4-22-88 . . . . . . . , ..... 3411BblolO
2 80RA< HOUSE ON N. 51. Water.
frOsh. ond wAd Ittd.. appl.. fum.
O&pos/l plus 1320 mo. 529-1700
..21-88 ............. , 35088b139
2 IEDROOM HOUSES AND ap ....
walking dJsto,.ee
compvs
Available In August for 12 monills.
5.9·317. please leove ......09•.
4-28-88 " . . . . . '.'. JoIO.<BbI44
VERY NICE 5 8EDROOM, FlrlOploce.
sun porch. dedc Avo"obl.'n Augus'
for 12mo. 549-:;114.
.-28·88 . .
337.8b144
CARBONDAlE. COUNTRY LIVING.
niew 2 or J beJrm eOHoge. $330.
Avar/able June
'It. Deposit
required. 549·1437
.. 21·88 .
34368btJ9

I Summ.,. and
RENTALS
Foil.

FURNISHED.

nttW

3317&"36

W. will
.-·dory. bltnef;fs.

....onday·Frld..,..

pro",. hou...
0

~~~:'";:c:;t:"II~~!:,.:a;~~

d.....

o boch.ll"'.t'S
in a nColman
s.,.v'ces f'.I~ t nd •• perlenee.
workiflg wfth ch"dren or experience

'n~ ~~' ~~t~,
I ::;,ng.
IJceniing
whim ,f,·
,.,ulremel1fs

elude almlnol bodcground cIo«k
al,d fingerprinting. Oeodli~ for
applicotion I. April 20. 1988. Send
resumes to Youth Services Coor'
dlnotor JCCMHC 6CU E.
Carbondale. IL 6290 r. For fvrtMr
Information confoct Art ZaItz or
Carolyn 1_ at 618-.57-6703
FEMALE SA_TENOERS AND
, INOltresses_ Hjdeowoy lounge S29i 9336.

CoUege.
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NOW HIRING FOIl Spring and
Summer sames,.,., boriendresses.
- -.... doormen (must be 6'2.
m lb. j. Apply In".,..an 9 a.m .. 6
p.m. Gotsby'•• 6085. ILA...

IIECEPTIONIST PAIIT·TIMf _lelng
Into 'un-tlme. MUlt hove 0CIf gojng
""""nallty. ,.lIIng ability. s.nd
teWmeta: 1101 S. WollC'dale.
4-20-8/1 .............. 3433(:138

=~':::r':.;~'1.

coli Jim 4S7·51 72.

t'6!: iVi 'i.Ao;;Y ~ 2':"'68C~

I

SlU(SCIIEEN FOIl YOlJI group. team
MY HUSBAND AND I ..... In ...... ted
01' organizafions (shirts. lOckets.
'nadoptJngoninfanf.lfyouknowof
hem. ale.) DI.caunls. Gu.",·. 102 W.
anyone who I. con.idwlng placing a
CollegeS49...coz1
cMdfor adoptIon please call collec1.
4.26-8/1 . . . . .......... 2305fI421618.m.2938.

~2,!Io:~ifs7N;!,.~0<"'::=

AL TEIIA nONS.

Toourpoor
neglected child.

Gary

~~~rON' is' AN' 'oPi~'~~

SEWING

har:r,:'Y married '-'thy coup!. In

on his poor
neglected

~u:~~:"AIl,= ~H:"~s ~ ::S~·~~~k;~ba";L;,:.j'~:': ~~:~C:::~(~ps~:'~;~~4:'" ':'!~).S. =~9.:n :::~y::'~g n:=:;:~
~=~~=,Ir.';:'~=: ~~,::-::n- S~"':,J~::, ~!:~·Nw,1H,iCKup!:.~:~!,~ ~~. :.a~~!::~s:mi:r";ir:;

40th
Birthday
We love you.

Inlo. (I) _ 7 ·

5•• 8/1 ............... IS4SCl48

~6~-:EL<:;,r'S F6RSOY5 3!,.,/~~

0_

MA.02146.Coll617.277-8080.
4-1S-U . ............. 2399C13S

" you l.el you m . .,
quamlcotlons. _ pion on helping

::,,,.,u,::. :;; d':~ ::;:'tI~

~~':'7;'1:"::.~1o:: ~1:".!i

68C

_'s

$viis"

10< ,ole.

and haul anything. Mew,ng JObo.

_
c.

3J7BE'45

;J,t~ 'CH,tOlEN . OF .~.!!:.:~~:

ANYTHING. GARAGES

Participofe .In on or.on.,mous survey

,.

•

••••

_ ••

Jlving-wcrJri"ll on long Island. NY.

HAULING

cnicaga.1I6061J(,.7095.
'.15·88
............ 3168C135

5·11-88 ............... 3091EI53
rr:-: .... AND WOIIO "",_Sing.

enyelopes. Rvsh SI.OO 5.ASE to
Advanced 'nnova'ors. P O. &OJ(' 0102

mlttman'. All homes screened
"",I.solanol suppar1. ft'H train'ng
program. Coli or Writ. Nannies. Jnc.
123 South Street. Oyst.,. Boy. NY
/1771. 516-624-8001

3254.:138
UF£:';UAROS FOIl CRAB Orcnard
Compground_ May 28-s.pt. S 6a7·
36841 or 985-4983. Must be ted Cross

."..n,o provido ,ndependentli.lng.
training'. to eig'" d .....Jopmen'oUy
disabled odults In a community

THE

~r;"af~~n :~n~~~tt~:~Ch~~: ~.,,:,~C.~;~m~:~:;"=
T..,OUSANOS

STUFfING

~.~g~~.Rock.rN37023: ...

~~~=~c;2t.~~. rr..s
Pa~rks. 825

"GAREEE"

~

l",noJs (behind

FOUND.

Plaza R.cords). Term papers,
rheses·diSs.. resumes. _'c. for

..

3211EI53

:m~: ~~/IFI!::~;:g .~::.~t;::~ . ::;:~:s'~~~:Uj~:' ;:;~O~

NEW A-P AVAIL fO house s;t 6.88
Box 60. DuQt~i~~. It 62832. EOE
I thru 8-89. While bUilding own house
'.25.8/1
....
.
3513C1.,
1.0 .. no. 0"53·2086
STAIIT YOJR OWN co.__ in 0 lost I .. 22·88
.
. . . 31.9EI40
I

•

MIN/WAREHOUSfSfORrenf, J2.24.
Also oHlc:. space 2500 sq ff wuh

;;~4;~~O'

I

Cdal. Industr.al

i

1

I

~

&0

"
,i.i it J:j. ii '! ¥

In'o

on appetite contro' business

~~~.~Brend0618.2"·#60Jq.CI40

~[~~E' ANDSiNGLE~939::~! I ~!N~ :A~I(~NpG !~, Sro:~

Horticulture maior to he'p WIth
landscaPing. gordening. mowm9.
and eqUipment mamtenonce. lorm
bockgroundpreferred 5419·3913

NUTfllTfON'ST
fULl.
TJME
Nutr;rjonJst for \,":'IC program
R8'fI,s,ered DietJtran Preferred. with
requlremenfs including a bachelors

brochure Dot&·Mates'nc .. Box 2328
C03 Decatur. IL 62S26-oJ21. 800-741-

tental info. 9042·7J.5 or 549·3124
A her S p

MATE.

4·29-88

:i~fS:'fNCfD GAlIOfN~~7C~~

~~N~~D

n 'TORS.

J9B8 in the or8OS 01. GE·A I In GE·8
103. GE-8 205. GE-C 102. G£·;: 104.
Gf-C 122. GE·D 101. Gf·D 106. GE-D
,o1 Quo/ll/cot/ons include. 3.0
GPA.
a
moture offltude_

<iocum,,,,,'ed e.peniN in rehtwJn,
rontent aT1i'Os. requisit. tim. and
,nterest 'n working from 6
10
hours "'" _ k . Appliconls must
flo.,. a current ACT on lIIe O' 5WfA

'0

~t~~jO!n~ppiZ::::n::%~ P~~~i:.1
Woody Hall C·9.

I
I

. . . . 3115<:135

FEDERAL, STATf AND CIVIL Serv,ce
Jobo S18._
$69.891
Now

'0

I

Hirlflgl Call Job Lin. '-5" .....59·36"

!l~:~::::.:G. .EXf'E~~~'i!l~.\1.\
WAITIIESS won'ed.

"·15-!l8

.

__ . __ . . . . .

:.:::.

33504KI45

2~13fJ3S , SOfA UKf Nrw. S2SO.reclin.rS1OO.

.

ACAO~~~~ ~Jr=n~~~~s :~!o;~~ e~'.:: ;;:':::~3~f :c:!~=~s~"Ji 5~~~ i ::!C~~~~6::!i~~~ ~:ts:~

en,husJas,ic.
h.shly-motrvoted
applicants for fh.. ."O$itiOI) 01 tu'or.
fo
prOVIde futurjng to un·
rJergrocivate srudems foil semslts'."

4·15-88.. . ..

Coli

I

2519J138

4-20..,8 . ....... _

:~~~A;~Etim-:8~;~.3i2~~;E!<:'; ~;C;;;:~n~n;~~!'~!'::~ ~~':::i:J':; ;':';~~':v;~~'!.~:~:;I1:!:.~~ g=.~ I
ColJ "S7-20~.

332011135

.

~':'~~_9BS~6818or987-26::70f'38

avoJJobl•. Oppor1unityforstudentto

3286C139

4-15-88 .

IIEEO'S PROFESSIONAL TREE Service
and landscapmg. Cement work and

_kends Room and IJoGrd is
prOyJded. edllCOtlonol bene'ils are

Dee BOC-592-

IWi:! :·!'U..I... omW \

HANOYMAN-LAWN m_lng.

ygrdwori:. brush clear;ng. tree
trimming. Spring deon up- t.liab/e.

t,:,:P=",:.Hi;y,;:'::'gH~",,:o= ~;i~:6

3268C153
NATIONAL MAIlI(EIING CO. loole'ng
for ombJflOus Jr._ Sr., or Grod
$tvdenl to manoge promQtlon on
OT

s.

~e~~'l~~~ .-.cw.ve inlo. lis •. CoIl

as a nutrlUonist Send resume to
Jodu;on County w.o/th Department.
PO 307. Murphysboro. It 62966_ by
ApriJ 25. 1988. JCHO ;~ on equal
opporvfr.mJty e"'..ployer
'·20·8/1
3512CI3B
SUMMER STAFF WANTED, C-,,·
"'on'otion Point MlnlStr,es hIring
hJgh adwmtur. Wilderness COO/"dinatoo. Day Compo Spec;ol NfMds.
Heor/ng Impairment. Medical
Needs. and Appoloduon Home
~.palr Coo·dono'or,
Non·pralll
OI'9Gn., mbr 01 A CJI. . eCI..

;::..,.;. (:J~-~~;"':'

Ozone. TN
4 · 1 9 · 8 8 . . . . . 3S"C137
CULTURED CREAMS ON S. ~I I,
takmgapplico'ionsforwoUresspos.
lOdoy betwe.m 3·4 p.m. Apply In
PfHson.

Apply at Hat.

3512.
5·5-88

Marion beh,ndS,U Rec. Center.

35'1E' ..9

i

f ~I

~

! t' i ).
•••••

WE WISH TO odop. a boby_ W. Ot'e a
happ"ymorrjed. cnlldJesscoucoslOn
coupl. In our thirties. Phtout coJi J312-S4IS-8958 onylime
•. 21~8IJ.
.
1929F139
CHILDLESS AfFECTIONATE COUPLE
dekin9 Inlont to adopt. W. OHfH

41-15-88 ... ......... 33341Ct35
YARD SALE_ 8 D.m.- :I p.m. Sot
Porkll"t9lo, ot 100 W Mo/n. r bile .ast
01 Notionol. Gloss 'able $15_ Couch
S50. IO-spd SIO. Bed SIO. o,.s.«

SIO. End 'obi. S20 lois 01 c/othe••
nle-nocs. lcitch4mOCC*SS.
...·15·11 .... , ......... 3370«135
YARO SALE 1016 N. Carico. Corbondoht. Sot. 16t" only. 1 a.m_ to?
4-'5-88 ..... ___ ...... 35161(135
MOVING
SALE.
IIOTOTILlEII.
moWlolW. tomato cages. freezer,

~:::::'~:',},~'~n;~0 : : ' :=utentt, ~t~cio=~~':our:mn;.'~~~
coiled anyt'ma
Ondy and Dan

(312)

5-1'-88

. . . . . . '931FSJ

__

52.. 9641.

GOLD. SllVEII. al/OKEN ~Iry.
coins. sterJing. baseball cords. clou

Bhl4a.\wjiW1

•• _ •• _ . - . . .

·~1

~~~~·:~7'ia;~.J ~in.~,;:;,:

FIX IT mowing

lOVING COUPLE

In

INTEIIESTED

I r'!'r1 '::l.-1 , ~.'
~.
:

;;;~~ ~ JANIT~~

$1.000
..
equip. fO< S2501 Medstud.n,going

MIl

lown. All

~:!..:I~n!:::~·I!J:;p~".!

IMMEDIATE OPENING FOIl Day Core

lelnd, 01 yard worle. Fr. . . .limo....
Pltana S49·B238.

Mild 10< odoplion please call coIlec1
217·839.3260.

. ':':1

m.3~,;pusCoIIDickaruzgt611.

~~u~~ ~~rlo :~::w:

one

=o~=;.~;"':::'~~~l~~··

•. IB·8/I

c:~~~':.u~~!.':w:d"~
.cooks .IperietKfl and relerenCfts

'=7I:~ ~Z 4~14~'lmo
GOVERNMENT

J08S.

hours

y<>vr

.....

fr. . Pr~noncy

5-5-88 .. ,.. . .....

3229FJ49

~'::::s";;':::::?~UCO~::;';'~

M.!;!,794

~;.".

50...·12

.

. 3_,35

SECRETARIES'DAY
April 27

I Your message
I
I
I
I From
I~_

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Ptao.

I

ReceIpt Number

~---------------------------------(Maximurn 25 words)

Messages will appear April 27
An extra special
note to thank her
for all the extra
special things she
does everyday.

P.O.

~mswood.llllngj"

80ll

!Ba..); !Buuu
.::Moniaa. §U£f.'I.o.
..c..u..'I.o.cJluln

2(Jl!l2(le.l.n.&..t
.::Mi.c.hJle. 2('t4.I.LU
.::MoniaQ 2(un.n
~~ ....l..l'.au.on
§[Of.iA .:Mouno
§ina Pa.oli.
2(im ~c.1'udtz
eNa.n.c.!I~~f.
tVo~tle.
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GAR-

DellWood, Mostly

JuatKeep

Cotton, Tetley

breathing
I>-o..e>-o..e>oe>o..c>e>o<!)

V-<:::><::><::><::>-<::>-.:::>-.:::>-.::::j\

To tha
Brother. of
ATO
Have a
great

Tea, Woodstock,
West VirgInia
Bacon, BenjamIn

Moore, European

weihe en !

Jonkets, and
AirOrled
Laundry!

Alpha
Eta'.

And Here's to
forty more years
of even better!

k

d

a

You say you've
tried everything
and nothing
seems to work!

f$
.

Love,
Dayon, Jo, Ax,
Jules, Arf
and Annie

~

~~v
/

.;.

\

':.

I

Send your
messageina

Smile Ad
Deadline at 2pm,
two days prior
to publication.

We are so
Proud of you! !

Lova,your

536-3311 ext. 217.

Trl
sllma
sisten

IN ntllIIGHT DlIIc:noN

L1
LtL1

38th

How do you
llkesecond
grade?
Guess Who?

Jill

For more information
contact Rick at
the Daily Egyptian
Rm.1259Comm.
Building or call

..c..u..w.

Happy

P.S. A,jter4D,

SJdppy. GinDy.

6IU3O'33S7NI38

~(!~

GAAA·REEEI

Here's to
Forty Years
of the
Best:

Ha.l'l'Y
BirtJuJa.y

1513.

fJGA!la. !Bam.&ad:.
~f.a'tm.i.n. !Ba."9n
(!w.ty !Bouclu

,..-----------------------.----------;--.
$4 . 6 0 I
I Secretaries' name

Add__

No Dealsl
Pay full price

diJCI'lmlnoting J,ucJ.nts. FoI' more

Unllmllad.

To The Best
Sigma
Pledges

Fill out and mail to the Daily Egyptian Classified,
by Friday, April 22. Make checks payable to the
Daily Egyptian. For m:>re details call: 536-3311

II

33S3M136

~~~. =~~'?::S;:.~';! ::::.mo~~ ~,.": :::-oro",.:,;;::

Conl.den.ial

~r~~~ ~~~';.Z, ~:'~;

:',':.!s~'._".985.2797:

from two
very proud
and
loving parents!

Buy an
answering
machine
that works.

~~::TEO'TOBiiY2'';'''j~e::r!!

2328EI36

call

SI6.0'0·

With all the
money you
receive for
your birthday,
do us a favor,

halfm;' N. afComm. Bldg.
4·15·8/1
....... 34101(135
~.',=;.... ' ... ~!
..........•.

!'::.cIc~r'!!'~~no..:, Avenue. from B·3
Toocher. Must ha.. 01 Ieost

Have a Happy!!
Cae. Bill
'lebo'. Kev & 'Rico'

~E~DS:NTIAL PflOGIIAAI;gf,i~ r,~zwork.caIl5~.2722325IEI52 ~~r,~~~.~7~'NATELYblocic

~i,if~~.

hours Col' Rarn:Ji
2121
'·21-88

T

r:..=:

understanding and confld.ntlolily.
PI....., coli collect (312j971.1533.

tr..... cui and ..moved. Call 529·

;~s~a~h~ ~~R ::=Ir:/ !';.~;: ~::8s

Send S5.00 10f' cot'1prehensive in-

EARN

:::'k.~."";:; =ldo~::

Evelyn'.

Happy
Birthday,
Gary

TAKIA TU.N

m

Chedl .... D••• ~

u..un

.Bobby
Hunt
Says
Happy
Birthday
from
Madison
Life Begins

at50
Hold on

Garyl
Love,
Uncle Fred

Effects of suicide examined

Study: AIDS cases
rise by 58 percent
ATLANTA (uPI) Federal health officials
reported Thursday a 58
percent increase in the
number of AIDS cases
diagnosed in the last year
but said it is impossible to
estimate accurately how
many people are infected
with the virus that causes
the fatal disease.
The national Centers for
Disease Control's estimate
of the total number of
persons infected with the
AIDS virus in the United
States remained unchanged
at 1 million to 1.5 million.
Health officials estimate
the
human
immunodeficiency virus, or
HIV, that causes AIDS can
remain dormant for more
than five years before it
shows symptoms.
Homosexual and bisexual
men, hemophiliacs and
intravenous drug abusers
continued to have the
highest prevalence of HIV-l
infection, while males were
more likely to have the
virus than women. Blacks
and Hispanic minorities
also were more likely to
have been exposed to the
virus than other minorities
and whites.
As of Thursday, a total of
58,355 AIDS cases had been
reported and the disease
had claimed 32,516 lives, the
CDC said. In the past 12
months, 23,200 cases were
reported, a 58 percent increase over the previous
year.
But the CDC said AIDS
cases increased at a slightly
lower than anticipated rate
in 1987, with the number
actually 8 percent shy of the

County seeks
to close
bathhouses
Los ANGELES (UPI) - In
an effort to stem the spread of
AIDS, District Attorney Ira
Reiner will try to close an
UDdisclosed number of the
county's 12 gay bathhous~ by
filing a public health swt, 1t
was reported Thursday.
The Los Angeles Herald
Examiner, citing a spokesman
in the district attorney's office,
said the suit will be filed within
the next couple of weeks,
culminating two months of
undercover investigations
coordinated by Reiner.
It would be the first legal
action taken by the county
against the bathhouses in
nearly two years, despite
widespread medical opinion
that they constitute a health
hazard.
All 12 bathhcuses in the
county are located within city
limits. The establishments are
noted for offering patrons a
forum for anonymous sex with
multiple partners.
In the past seven years, 2,722
deaths from AIDS have been
recorded in the county.
San Francisco officials, who
virtually closed all bathhouses
in their city four years ago,
said it is unconscionable that a
dozen bathhouses still operate
in Los Angeles County and
take in an estimated 9,600
customers each week.
In 1986, the cOLinty's effort to
close the bathhouses was
dismissed by Superior Court
Judge John Cole because of
insufficient p.vidence.

Public Health Service's
estimate. The health agency
attributed this to "less
complete" and slower case
reporting of AIDS.
"We haven't heard about
all the cases diagnosed in
'87 because there is a delay
in the pipeline from the time
of diagnosis until it is
reported to the national
agency," the CDC's Dr. Tim
Dondero said.
The 416 children who
contacted AIDS in the past
year represented an 85
percent increase over the
previous year and threefourths of the infections
occurred before birth.
Of all diagnosed AIDS
cases, 68 percent were
among bisexual and
homosexual men, 19 percent
among intravenous drug
abusers and 4 percent
among heterosexuals.
While 7.7 percent of every
10,000 Army personnel and
2.9 percent of 29,193
pris:mers tested positive for
HIV, the CDC said accurate
estimates of the prevalence
of HIV in the general
population "are not possible
at this time."
"More precise estimates
are available only for
certain subgroups of the
general population such as
blood donors and applicants
for the military service,"
Dondero said.

Cluster suicides
Reports ('If suicides cor.lmiffed simultaneously
believed to have
by two or more individuals in an apparent
'contagious effect' suicide pact are relatively rare.
ATLANTA
<UPO
Teenage suicides that occur in
clusters or are committed in
death pacts among two or
more individuals are rare but
appear to have a "contagious
effect" on other young people.
federal health officials said
Thursday.
In its first study of "cluster
suicides," t!le national Centers
for Disease Control examined
the case in New Jersey last
year in which four teenagers
locked themselves in a garage
and sat in a car with a running
engine until they died of
carbon monoxide poisoning.
Despite a significant increase in suicide prevention
activities following the four
deaths, two other youths attempted suicide in the same
garage six days later.

"Short of testing
everybody in the country,
which is logistically,
politically as well as
economically impossible,
you can't ever get a direct
count of how much there

"Reports of suicides com- Jersey suicides and various
mitted simultaneously by two other cluster suicides in the
or more individuals in an United States. They were:
apparent suicide pact are - Victims were teenagers or
relatively ra.re," the CDC young adults.
concluded from its in- -Other young people died of
vestigation. "Suicide clusters unnatural causes prior to the
in general - whether multiple multiple suicides. Before the
simultaneous suicides or a New Jersey cluster suicide,
series of suicides occurring one of the victims had watched
close together in time and an 18-year-old friend fall off a
space - may account for no cliff to his death.
more than I percent to 5 -Suicide cluster caused
percent of all youth suicides."
anger, confusion and fear in
Nevertheless. the imitative the community and an urgent
patterns of some suicides and need to prevent other suicides.
suicide attempts ··suggest that -Community leaders felt
suicide may have a contagious media demands for ineffect," the CDC study said.
formation disrupt.!d efforts to
The CDC's investigation address the crisis.
found
five additional -A coordinated community
similarities between the New response was developed.
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Increasing funding for U of I
new chancellor's primary goal
CHICAGO (upo - Dr.
Morton Weir, who served as
interim chancellor at the
University of Illinois'
Champaign-Urbana cC.mpus
the past eight months,
Thursday was named permanent chancellor by the
university's Board of Trustees.
Weir, 53, was selected from a
pool of 160 candidates who
applied for the post following
the June resignation of
Thomas Everhart His appOintment was unanimously
endorsed by the 100member
board, including its two
student members.
Weir, who formallv assumed
the interim post Aug. 21 when
Everhart left to become

president of the California
Institute of Technology, said
his top goal would be to win
increased funding for the
state's largest public
university.
"Illinois has shortchanged
education at all levels for more
than a decade - a trend that
must be reversed if this state is
to regain its former level of
competitiveness in the global
marketplace," he said.
"Investing in programs and
facilities .. , has demonstrably
produced dividends for the
state several times over.
Withholding such investments
threatens our quality. our
reputation and our ability to
help the citizens of Illinois

achieve the goals they have set
for themselves."
Heading Weir's list of toppriority spending plans is a
raise for the university's
teachers and staff, who have
worked without a salary increase for the past 2il months,
he said.
Gov. James R. Thompson's
budget plans for the state's
public universities calls for no
spending increases for
education. But Thompson has
said he could support higher
spending if lawmakers approve some sort of tax-hike
plan.
Weir, a professor of
psychology, joined the
university in 1960.

!l3uu.{l.t dVi.ght
fo'L ~i.a.JU "£E.vin
Featuring the Wamble Mountain Ramblers
Bluegrass Music 8p.m. Thurs. April 21
.50Q; Drafts
.$1.25 Beefeaters
.95q: Bloody Marys

.95Q; StoJi

Optional Donation of $3 for Medical Expenses
....... 201 N. Washington
529·3322

...

~

University
president
appointed
LEXINGTON, Ky. <uP() DaVId Roselle was invested as
university of Kentucky
president Thursday as
students cut classes to protest
a racist remark by a trustee
and the NCAA launched
another probe into the
basketball program.
Roselle, who has been
president for more than a year
but had delayed the ceremony
celebrating his taking the job,
pledged full cooperation with
the investigation into the
allegation that $1,000 in cash
was found in a package
shipped to the father of a
Kentucky basketball recruit.
Last month Kentucky was
reprimanded by the NCAA for
{ailing to cooperate with an
investigation into the
Lexington Herald-Leader's
Pulitzer Prize-winning series
on cash gifts and other improper benefits given to
basketball players at the
school, which has won five
NCAA national championships.
A walk-out of classes on the
Lexington campus fizzled.
with only about 100 students
joining in a rally at the student
center calling for the
resignation of former Gov.
A.B. "Happy" Chandler.
Chandler used the word
"nigger" in a trustee meeting
last week.

ATTEI~rlioN

COLLEGE
SENIOR
AND GRAD
STUDENTS
You may already
qualify for the
Chevrolet-GMAC
College Graduate
Finance Plan
You'll SAVE S400 on the
new Chevrolet of your
choice.
Qualif~'ing;s

easy.

Call or come in for
more information.

Plus 90 Days Before
1st Payment

Coad Chevy,
Olds,Cad
Rt. 51 &146

I\nna, II. 62906
(618)813-2166
Ask for

Jerry Thompson

SPC Expressive Arts
presents
')e"ru Cil\ . h h"I"dIU

Thursday, April 21, 7:30pm
Student Center Ballroom D
Tickets '5.00 on sale at
Student Center Central Ticket Office
for more info. call 536-~393
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SALUKIS, from Page 2 4 - - innings.
"They have to go out and
give us innings so we don't get
into the bullpen too early,"
Champion said. "Lee Meyer
has been strong. Campbell has
shown he can give us up to 120
pitches. Dale's the same way."
Champion said that McIntosh can not let playing first
base affect him when it is his
turn to pitch.
"McIntosh is swinging the
bat so well that he's going to
play in the first three
ballgames," he said. "Maybe
that was one of the reasons he
wasn't that effective in the
fourth gal'le at Illinois State.
He's got to overcome that."
Saluki pitchers will face a

Bradley offense that is fifth in
the Valley with a .307 average.
The Salukis top the conference
with a .327 average.
Catcher Tony Ardis (.377).
outfielder Troy Guidotti (.362)
and infielder Daren Epley
(.337) lead Bradley in hitting.
Infielder Brad Tilly (7 HRs)
and Eric Kulman (6 HRs)
provide the punch to a club
which has hit 22 home runs in
26 games.
The Braves prefer not to
challenge opposing catchers
on the base paths. They have
stolen just 23 bases. Outfielder
Bob Becker is the only threat
with nine steals in 12 attempts.
Right-handed pitchers Mike
Boyan (3-1, 2.70 ERA) and

RHOADES, from Page 2 4 - - - football coach March 24, filled
five assistant coaching
positions within eight days of
his hiring.
Rhoades said last week that
he had one candidate in mind
and was simply waiting for
him to talk it over with tile
school he is at currently.
Meanwhile, the Salukis will
have a scrimmage from 9:30
a.m. to noon Saturday. The
first week of spring drills has
brought some surprises.
"We told everyone they
could report to any position
they wanted to the first day of
practice," Rhoades said. Bill
Leonhard did just that.
Leonhard, a 6-foot-2, 250pound sophomore, has made
the transition from defensive
line to fullback.
"He (Leonhard) is working
out good," Rhoades said.
"He's had some great days
and some days that were not so
good. He has the physical
attributions but he lacks the
experience. "
Offensive tackle Pete
Jansons has successfully
switched positions with Rob
Mason. an offensive guard,
Rhoades said.
"In our offensive scheme we
simply believe that your
. biggest people should be at the
guard positions," Rhoades
. said. "At 6-7 and 280, we
believe Jansons is our man for
that job."
The quarterback situation
has changed drastically since
last :.eason. Fred Gibson is.
"out in front right now,"
Rhoades said. Junior Kevin
Brown. who was injured much
of last season, has stopped

going to practice.
"He just quit showing up,"
Rhoades said. "We wish he
would have come in and talked
to us about it, but that's his
business. We wish him L'le best
of luck."

Mark Borcherding (2-1 2.82
ERA) lead the staff that has a
4.54 ERA. Left-hander Brian
Shouse (4-2, 4.44 ERA) has 31
strikeouts in 42 2-3 innings.
Otber notes:
-Center fielder Doug
Shields, who made his first
pitching appearance of the
year on Wednesday, made two
appearances in his freshman
season. In 4 1-3 innings last
year, he allowed four runs on
five hits.
It was not the fil it time
Jones has converted an outfielder into a pitcher. He did
the same thing with Dave Steib
(drafted in 1978), who became
a pitcher for the Toronto Blue
Jays.
Two other former SaJukis
are currently in the majors.
Jim Dwyer (1971) still is an
outfielder for the Baltimore
Orioles and outfielder Jim
Adduci (980) is in his first
year as a member of the
Milwaukee Brewers.
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INTERNATIONAL
HONORS
BANQUET

7:00PM: Cocktails, Oasis lounge (Cosh Bor)
8:00PM: Dinner, Bonquet

Not. the time chang. ..
................. ofMualln ...tIooaMon ... ••
Lounge open after dinner for cocktails and dance.
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(Tickets Available at Student Center Ticket Office)
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Dress: Formal
Menu: Chicken Cordon Bleu, 50Iad with thousand island
dressing, baked potato. vegetable medley, dinner rolls.
chocolate mousse, coffee, tea. (sit·down dinner)
Sponsored by: International Student Council
Office of Vice President of Student AHoirs
International Programs & Services
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Softball coach gives team
day off before today's game
By Troy Taylor

"We look tired, we
are playing tired, we
are just plain tired. We
need a day off to
rest. "

Staff Writer

Softball
coach
Kay
Brechtelsbauer
tried
something unorthodox to
prepare for this weekend's
Gateway
Conference
doubleheaders'against Indiana
State and NO.9 Illinois State.
Instead of an intense
practice session Thursday,
Brechtelsbauer told her
players to take the day off.
"We look tired, we are
playing tired, we are just plain
tired, " Brechtelsbauer said.
"We need a day off to rest."
The Salukis have not won
both games of a doubleheader
yet this season, something
Brechtelsbauer was counting
on getting Wednesday when
the team ended up splitting
with Evansville.
"We were at hl)me, we
should've come away with a
double win," Brechtelsbauer
said. "We're not making any
moves, we're not going
anywhere. If anything, we're
slipping behind. "
The Salukis are 18-13 overall
and 2-4 in the conference. They

-Kay 8rechtelsbauer

are at Indiana State at 2 p.m.
today and at Illinois State at
noon Saturday.
"Sometimes at this time of
the year the players need a
time out," Brechtelsbauer
said. "Maybe this will get
more enthusiasm in them. "
With Indiana State at 15-11
overall and third in the league
standings
at
3-1,
Brechtelsbauer is counting on
her team being pepped up by
the time it arrives in Terre
Haute, Ind.
Indiana State has shut out
opponents seven t:''11es this
season behind a trio of pitchers: freshman Deb Styx (54 ). freshman Kelly Mulcahy
(3-3) and junior Mara Kanary

(7-4l.
Freshman shortstop Connie
Fiems leads the Sycamores
with seven doubles and a .354
average. Senior second
baseman Peg Boardman has a
.294 average, but hit .368 in six
games last week.
Pitching and a gamebreaking offense has powered
Illinois State to a 19-4 record
and first in the conference
standings
at
2-0.
Former SIU-C pitcher Lori
Day Shoemaker, a junior,
heads the Illinois State staff
with a 5-0 record and an 0.76
earned run average which
ranks second in the conference
behind Western Illinois'
Brenda Heyl at 0.62.
Senior Lori Vogel is 11-3 and
Linda Wendt is 3-1.
At the plate, Dana Klug had
three hits, three RBIs and
scored two runs to help the
Redbirds past South" ·p.st
Missouri last week.
Illinois State has six players
in the lineup hitting over .300,
including Debbie Mattes at
.328, Becky Barrigar at .328
and Kim Riddering at .323.

Women's basketball gets third signee
By Troy Taylor
StaffWriler

Amy Horstman, a 6-foot-1 forward from La
Crosse, Wis., signed with the women's
basketball team Thursday.
Horstman joins a long list of players that
Coach Cindy Scott has convinced to cross the
Wisconsin-Illinois border. Former 1,OOO-point
scorers Mary Berghuis and Ann Kattreh were
from Wisconsin. Colleen Heimstead, who joined
during the NCAA early signing period in
November, is from Elk Mound, Wis.
"Wisconsin has been good to us," Scott said.
"We've worked hard to get some of the state's
top players, and it's paid off. Now, we've got
another one headed our way."
Horstman is from Aquinas High School,
which is in western Wisconsin. She is the third
player in four years from that school to receive
a basketball scholarship to a Division I school.

Men's golf
at Kentucky

Since making varsity her sophomore season,
Horstman has helped Aquinas advance to the
state tournament quarterfinals three years
straight.
"Amy is a go-getter on the floor," Scott said.
"She is a fierce competitor who has tremendous
natural ability. She runs the floor like a guard
and is an aggressive rebounder."
Horstman has a 3.7 grade point average and
wants to study physical therapy. "She is a
model student-athlete, her academic record is
impeccable," Scott said.
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Clinics: April 18-22, 6-9pm
Tryouts: April 23, 8am SIU Arena
Note: You must attend 2 clinics prior

Britt Pavelonis will playas
an individual for SIU-C in tile
54-hole tournament.

~

Shoot 9
at

Cheerleader
Tryouts

Coach ~w Hartzog has Jeff
Mullican, Bobby Pavelonis,
Tom Neuman, Mike Cowen
and Mark Bellas slated for
team play.

~

Finer Time

SIU

The men's golf team competes at the Morehead State
Eagle Golf Classic today and
Saturday in Gilbertville, Ky.

The team will play two
rounds Friday and one round
Saturday at the Kentucky
Dam Village Golf Course.
Mullican shot a 230 tha t
mcluded two rounds in the 70s
last weekend at Bradley.

following Karen Skemp 'San Diego)
PauletteStaU (Louisiana Tech).
"Amy was our first 6-footer," Aquinas coach
Mike Desmond said. "Not only does she have
size, she's a great athlete with outstanding
jumping ability and quickness. Coaches keep
telling me she has much more potential. "
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lphigenia (Greece)
Saturday, April 30 7pm

with their legs and the refs
"I just love it, it's a great family_ "We go out together all
don't always see it."
sport," Guido said. "It wasn't the time, we all have a lot of
Burns said, "The basic that hard to learn the game, fun together," he said.
skills, like ballhandling, aren't especially playing goalie."
too tougb to learn. But the
Guido, who learned of the
Donovan added, "Most
more advanced skills, like team from current members, people who play the game fall
g:vt!1~f good reactions, can said that the group is like a in love with it. "
SIU-C's current team bas
' • •1....,,,,
_""""I!
several freshmen, which is d
" good for the continuity of the
i program, Donovan said.
~
"The team we have now is
competitive," he said.
"Sometimes it hurts, (having
only club status), because the
:==
__
guys don't think they have to iii:
,......
Study in the Word
beat practice all the time. This
CHI
ALPHA
Topic:
Sex
and
Dating
year's team is mostly freshmen, they're very dedicated."
COUEGEM'N'STR'ES
TOlYIGUn 7:00PM
One of those freshmen is Bob
Wham Auditorium (Room 105) =
Guido, the team's goalie.
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WATER, from Page 24
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Cartos Sauro-HCannen"
(Spain) Saturday.Aprill6th

WASHINGTON mPIl Angered at being "stiffed" by
Commissioner
Peter
Ueberroth, a Senate task force
Thursday threatened to strip
baseball of its coveted antitrust shield if Ueberroth fails
to produce a timetable on
expansion.
Task force chairman Sen_
Tim Wirth, D-Colo_, demanded
a meeting with Ueberroth
"right away" and set the
owners meeting during the
July All-Star break as a
deadline for a timetable on
adding new teams to the 26franchise major leagues. The
action came after seven
senators from the task force
met for one hour with Major
League Players Association
Executive Director Donald
Fehr.
Congress granted major
league baseball a special
exemption from federal antitrust laws in the 1920s, in
effect allowing the sport to act
as a monopoly. No other sports
league has such protection,
although the National Football
League was conferred limited
immunity from antitrust laws
in the 19605.
Ueberroth met with the
Senate Task Force on the
Expansion of Major League
Baseball in November and
Wirth said the commissioner
promised to devise a timetable
on expansion.
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Sports
Club's spirit is unsinkable
By Jeff Grieser
Staff Writer

What sport requires its
participants to pass a ball
back and forth, and
ultimately, to throw it into a
goal- in a pool"!
It is an Olympic event. It is
played at high school and
college levels, including at
SIU-C, but still is virtually

Salukis
geared up
for MVC
By Dave Miller
StaHWriler

With Bradley coming to town
for a four-game weekend
series, baseball coach Itchy
Jones said the Salukis are on
the verge of playing their best
ball of the season.
"I really feel the excitement
on the inside now that we're
ready for this weekend," Jones
said. "I'd be highly disappointed if we really don't play
exceptionally well this
weekend."
All six Missouri Valley
teams go into this weekend's
competition tied for first. The
Salukis have won five of their
last six games to give them a
21-12 record overall and a 2-2
mark in the Valley. Bradley
entered the week with a 17-9
record.
The Sa!ukis will send pit·
chers Dale Kisten (3-5, 4.40
ERA) and Lee Meyer (3-0, 1.00
ERA) against Bradley if.
Saturday's noon doubleheader
Rich Campbell (4-1,3.56 ERA,
and Cliff McIntosh cl-O. 5.04
ERA) will slart games three
and four on Sunday.
With Larrv Beat!ie mjt..red
and the reSt of the bullpen
plagued by inconsislentcy.
pitching coach Kirk ChampIOn
said the four 5larters mU::;1
take the Salukis into the lale

unheardc.f.

What is it"! It's water polo.
"It's very physical and
challenging," club member
Robert Hums said. "It's like
basketball in the water,
there's a lot of fast
breaking."
The SIU-C water polo club,
which has 12 members, often
competes against teams from
Big Ten schools.
Bill Donovan, a senior who
has been a member of the
club for four years, said the
club travels a lot to play in
tournaments.
"Those teams know each
other so well and we have to
get used to them, but we
usually do well ir the tournaments," Donov m said. "A
lot of people ar.. calling us
now. It used to be hard to get
anycne to play us. People
hear we've turned our
program around. "
The University gives the
club $300 a year to help pay
for such things as tournament entry fees, which
range from $35-$45. Donovan
said the University aIso will
match the amount brought in
by a home tournament.
The club practice, from 8
to 10 p.m. Monday through
Thursday at the F.ecreation
Center pool. The game is
played in a pool 25 yard... long,
in an area about the size of
the Rec Center <Ii ving well.
Teams are made up of six
players, one of them a goalie.
A match consists of four
periods, each lasting six
minutes. The ruic format of
water polo is similar to that
of basketball and hockey:
throw the ball into the opposing team's goal.
But, in water polo, there
are certain unique rules. A
player can use only one hand
when controlling the ball.
Two referees - above the
water - call fouis for rules
violations. A player is out of
the game after committing
three fouls.
Donovan said he started
playing water pol~ in high
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Rhoades expects.
to n~me final

assistant Monday
By Jeff Grieser
StaHWriter

818ft PhoID by Kurt 5t11mp

Chrl. Hohlt. top. trle. to acore a. Clark
Walker trle. to block during a scrimmage at

school in Chicago. "I was a
swimmer," he said. "After
practice the coaches wanted
us to stay around and play
polo. After a while I started to
like polo more than swim-

the Recreation Center pool. The Water Polo
club practices Monday through Tlluraday.

ming."
SIU-C club members agree
that the ability to swim is
essential, but that there is
more to the game.
"You have to know how to

swim, but a lot of the game is
mental," Donovan said. "It
gets really physical under the
w:.ter. GU)S go at each other

The final piece in Rick
Rhoades' assistant coaching
puzzle is about to be put into
place.
Rhoades said Thursday that
he expects to name the sixth
and final assistant coach by
Monday.
"We should have a definite
confirmation sometime this
weekend and no later than
Monday," Rhoades said
Thursday. "If we don't get a
final commitment by then
we']] have to start looking
somewhere else. "
Rhoades, who became nead
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High school teammates to play SIU-C softball
By Troy Taylor
Staff Writer

Cheryl Venorskv and Kim
Johannsen of Beileville West
signed national letters of intent
Thu.-sday to join the SIU-C
softball team next fall.
"We are very fortunate to
sign two outstanding players
in Cheryl and Kim out of a very
strong higb school program,"
Coach Kay Brechtelsbauer
said.
The pair JOins Dede Darnell
of Carbondale High School and
Jennifer Brown of John A.
Logan College as SIU-C's
recruits.
Bf'lleville West is 5-0 this
season under Coach Tom
Ninnis, who led the 1986 squad

Women's basketball
gets 3rd signee
-Page 22

to second in the state tournament.
"Both Cheryl and Kim are
sound in all the fundamentals," Ninnis said.
"They hit well, slide well and
bunt well. Cheryl has a
tremendous arm and has made
a real good start defensively
this season. Kim is a real team
leader, she really pumps the
team up and helps a great deal
with the team's spirit."
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Venorsky, the daugbter of
Edward and Judith Venorsky
of Belleville, is a power-hitting
shortstop. She holds singleseason school records of 41
bRse hits, seven home runs, 20
extra-base hits and 46 runs
batted in.
"She is a line-dri.ve type
hitter," Brechtelsbauer said.
"She has very quick wrists and
the ball jumps off the bat."
Johannsen, the daughter of
Eric and Kathy Johannsen of
Belleville, is a team co-captain
batting .357 this season. She
plays both second base and
outfield.
Johannsen Jllans to major III
secondary education while
Venorsky wants to study
criminal justice.

Cheryl VanOfsky

Kim Johannsen

